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ABSTRACT
With the popularity of the World Wide Web, a large amount of data is generated and made
available through the Internet everyday. To integrate and query this huge amount of heterogeneous data, the vision of Semantic Web has been recognized as a possible solution. One
key technology for the Semantic Web is ontologies. Many ontologies have been developed
in recent years. Meanwhile, due to the demand of applications using multiple ontologies,
mappings between entities of these ontologies are generated as well, which leads to the
generation of ontology networks consisting of ontologies and mappings between these ontologies. However, neither developing ontologies nor finding mappings between ontologies
is an easy task. It may happen that the ontologies are not consistent or complete, or the
mappings between these ontologies are not correct or complete, or the resulting ontology
network is not consistent. This may lead to problems when they are used in semanticallyenabled applications. In this thesis, we address two issues relevant to the quality of the
mappings and the structure in the ontology network. The first issue deals with the missing
mappings between networked ontologies. Assuming existing mappings between ontologies
are correct, we investigate whether and how to use these existing mappings, to find more
mappings between ontologies. We propose and test several strategies of using the given
correct mappings to align ontologies. The second issue deals with the missing structure,
in particular missing is-a relations, in networked ontologies. Based on the assumption that
missing is-a relations are a kind of modeling defects, we propose an ontology debugging
approach to tackle this issue. We develop an algorithm for detecting missing is-a relations
in ontologies, as well as algorithms which assist the user in repairing by generating and recommending possible ways of repairing and executing the repairing. Based on this approach,
we develop a system and test its use and performance.
This work has been supported by CUGS (the Swedish National Graduate School in Computer Science).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW), a large amount of data is
generated and made available through the Internet everyday. According to the
statistics1 , WWW currently contains at least 2.54 billion pages accessed by millions of users. Although this data is extremely useful, we are not using its full
capacity. The data on the WWW is heterogeneous in different ways, stored behind various applications, and also updated frequently. It is hard to integrate and
query this huge amount of data. In particular, the contents of most information are
designed to be read by people (e.g. in HTML format), not machines. In the case
that intelligent agents could not understand the meaning, or the “semantics”, of the
information, a lot of tasks still largely need the direction of humans. To alleviate
these difficulties, researchers have proposed the vision of the Semantic Web. The
primary goal of the Semantic Web is to add semantics to the current web, by explicitly describing and relating objects using formal representations that machines
can understand and process [1]. It provides a common framework that allows data
to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries
[2]. At present, the Semantic Web has been referred as the future of current WWW
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and its technologies have been applied in many areas, such as knowledge management, electronic commerce and
bioinformatics [3, 4, 5].
As a key Semantic Web technology, ontologies play an important role in laying
the ground for semantic interoperability. Ontologies can be seen as defining the
basic terms and relations of a domain of interest, as well as the rules for combining
these terms and relations [6]. With data annotated and indexed by terms from the
same ontology, the meaning of the content in diverse information sources becomes
explicit and machine-understandable, so that communication between people and
application systems could be done on a shared and common understanding of a domain. The benefits of the use of ontologies include information reuse, sharing and
1 http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/
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portability across platforms, as well as improved documentation, maintenance, reliability and interoperability between applications [7]. With the significance of ontologies being widely recognized by research communities and companies, many
ontologies have been developed in recent years in many areas [8].
With different communities and companies involved in the development of ontologies, it becomes a common situation that multiple ontologies co-exist in the
same area for similar application purposes. These ontologies are defined from
different views, represented in different languages and using different terminologies, which poses as a barrier to semantic interoperability on the ontology level.
In response, ontology alignment, which finds the mappings between semantically
related entities of different ontologies, provides a promising solution [9]. With
ontologies being aligned with each other, the relationships between different ontologies are explicit, which enables semantic applications using different ontologies to communicate with each other or to deal with multiple ontologies. Ontology
alignment leads to improvements in search, integration and analysis of data and it
is considered as one of the substantial research issues for the further development
and success of the Semantic Web [8]. Hence, in parallel with the development of
ontologies, researchers put great efforts on building ontology alignment systems
and generating mappings for the ontologies (e.g. overview in [10]).
With more and more ontologies and mappings developed for the public use,
a number of systems and portals have been set up for storing ontologies and the
mappings between them. In the field of bioinformatics, for instance, there are
BioPortal2 and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)3 , which not only serve
as repositories for ontologies and mappings, but also offer support for international
research cooperation on the development of ontologies and mappings, and the use
of them for the Semantic Web. During this process, several ontology networks,
consisting of ontologies and mappings between these ontologies, come into sight.
In practice, neither developing ontologies nor finding mappings between ontologies is an easy task. It may happen that the resulting ontologies are not consistent or complete, or the mappings between these ontologies are not correct or
complete, or the ontology network consisting of ontologies and mappings is not
consistent. This may lead to problems when these ontologies or mappings are used
in semantically-enabled applications. Wrong conclusions may be derived or valid
conclusions may be missed. For instance, the missing mappings between ontologies influence the ontology-based database integration, where the information in
different databases is annotated with terms in different ontologies and intended to
be united for query answering. The missing mappings between terms across ontologies are likely to cause missed relations between related information across
databases, affecting the quality of query results. In a similar manner, the missing
structural relations in ontologies can influence the ontology-based literature search,
where queries are refined and expanded by moving up and down the hierarchy of
concepts in the background ontology. As an example, suppose we want to find
2 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
3 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/about

umls.html
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articles in MeSH (Medical Subject Headings4 , an ontology represented as the controlled vocabulary of the U.S. National Library of Medicine) Database of PubMed5
using the term Scleral Diseases in MeSH. By default the query will follow the hierarchy of MeSH and include more specific terms for searching, such as Scleritis.
If the relation between Scleral Diseases and Scleritis is missing in MeSH, we will
miss 738 articles (about 55% of the original result) in the search result. Besides,
it is well-known that people that are not expert in knowledge representation often misuse and confuse equivalence, is-a and part-of (e.g. [11]), which leads to
problems in the structure of the ontologies.

1.2 Problem Statement
In this thesis, we address two problems relevant to the ontology network, the
missing mappings between networked ontologies and the missing structure in networked ontologies. For both problems, we assume that the existing mappings between every pair of ontologies in the network are correct, such that they constitute
a Partial Reference Alignment (PRA) between the two related ontologies. A PRA
is defined as a set of correct mappings between a pair of ontologies.
1. For the first problem, the missing mappings between networked ontologies,
we formulated it as an ontology alignment task as follows. Given two ontologies networked by a PRA, is it possible, and if so, how to use the
PRA to find more correct mappings between these two ontologies? In our
work, we only consider mappings which are equivalence relations between
concepts of different ontologies, since they are the most common results
from current ontology alignment systems [12]. Our study is conducted in
a general ontology alignment framework [13], which is applicable for most
existing ontology alignment systems.
2. The second problem that we tackle in this thesis is the missing structure in
networked ontologies. Especially, we focus on the missing is-a relations
in ontologies networked by PRAs. Considering the missing is-a relations
in ontologies as one kind of modeling defects, we deal with the following
problem. Given a set of ontologies networked by PRAs, how to detect
and repair the missing is-a relations in these networked ontologies? In
this work, we only consider mappings which are equivalence, subsumed-by
and subsumes relations between concepts of different ontologies. Besides,
we assume that all the existing is-a relations in the ontologies are correct. By
this means, our approach uses the ontology network as domain knowledge
to detect the missing is-a relations in these ontologies. It further assists the
user in repairing the ontologies by generating and recommending possible
ways of repairing and executing the repairing.
4 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
5 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are as follows.
1. Regarding the first problem
• We developed several approaches for using PRAs in the ontology alignment process. We developed algorithms for using PRAs to partition ontologies, to compute similarities between terms and to filter mapping
suggestions.
• We did extensive experimental study involving most components of
an ontology alignment system. The results show that PRAs can be
used for aligning ontologies and give indications about which methods
should be used.
• Even though there are many existing ontology alignment systems and
since 2008 there have been calls for the use of PRAs for aligning ontologies from the community6 , we are the first to study and experiment
with the use of PRAs in ontology alignment.
2. Regarding the second problem
• We proposed an ontology debugging approach to detect and repair the
missing is-a structure in ontologies networked by PRAs. Even though
the is-a relation is a fundamental and the most commonly used relation in ontologies, there is not much work on debugging missing is-a
structure in ontologies, and even fewer in the context of networked ontologies.
• We proposed a new approach for repairing missing is-a relations which
takes the preferences of domain experts into account, rather than trivially adding the missing is-a relations to the relevant ontology. Further,
we developed algorithms to generate and recommend possible ways of
repairing, as well as algorithms for ranking missing is-a relations and
executing the repairing.
• We developed a system, which allows a domain expert to debug the
missing is-a structure of networked ontologies in a semi-automatic way.

1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background of
this thesis. The basic concepts about ontologies are introduced, as well as some Semantic Web ontologies in applications nowadays. The research fields of ontology
alignment and ontology debugging are generally described afterwards.
6 In Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI), a yearly international competition for evaluating ontology alignment systems, the problem of using PRAs to align ontologies has been proposed as
a task in Anatomy track ever since 2008.
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Chapter 3 presents our work (published in [14]) on missing mappings between
networked ontologies, which is, in particular, the use of partial reference alignments to align ontologies. Several approaches are presented for using PRAs in
different components of an ontology alignment system, with experiments and results discussed regarding the effects of these approaches.
In Chapter 4, we present our work (submitted [15] and partially published in
[16]) on missing structure (is-a hierarchy) in networked ontologies. Considering
the missing is-a structure as a kind of modeling defects in ontologies, we propose
an ontology debugging approach to detect and repair these missing is-a relations.
A developed system based on this approach and its use are described, with experiments discussed afterwards.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and discusses the possible directions for
the future work.

Chapter 2

Background
In this chapter, the basic concepts of ontologies are presented in the context of the
Semantic Web, as well as some developed ontologies for the real life applications.
Thereafter, the research fields of ontology alignment and ontology debugging are
briefly introduced.

2.1 Semantic Web and Ontologies
The vision of the Semantic Web is initiated by the Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor
of the WWW. In his book [1], he describes the Semantic Web as the future of the
current WWW, where information is represented as a web of data in the machinereadable form with well-defined meaning, so that software agents can understand,
process and communicate the information automatically to accomplish the sophisticated tasks for users. It will change the industries and our experience of internet
[17]. To reach this goal, a necessary step is to structure the information of web
pages in a standard way, with inherent knowledge understandable, processable and
exchangeable by the computer programs. Ontologies are recognized as a good
solution for this purpose.

2.1.1 What is an Ontology?
As a term stemming from philosophy, ontology is originally defined as the study of
being, the study of existence. It tries to answer the questions such as “what is the
nature of being” and “what are the features common to all beings” [18]. In the middle of 1970s, researchers from the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field have recognized
that capturing knowledge is the key to build large and powerful AI systems [6],
and ontologies began drawing their attention as effective computational models to
build shared, reusable knowledge bases processable by the computer programs. In
this context, a pragmatic definition of the ontology given by Neches et al. is : “An
ontology defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic
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area as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions to
the vocabulary” [6], which points out the way of building an ontology.
In practice, AI researchers use ontologies in different ways for different purposes, which derives many other definitions of ontology appearing in the literature
within this field. Some researchers define the ontology as a specific syntactic object, such as representation of conceptual system via a logical theory, the vocabulary used by a logical theory or a meta-level specification of a logical theory. Some
define the ontology as a conceptual semantic entity, for instance, informal conceptual system or formal semantic account. For an overview and discussion about
these different interpretations, we refer to [18]. One definition that has been referenced a lot is given by Gruber, which describes an ontology as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization”, where a conceptualization is an abstract, simplified
view of the world that we wish to represent for some purpose [19]. According to
this definition, an ontology contains definitions of the concepts, relationships, and
other distinctions that are relevant for modeling a domain, as well as formal axioms
that constrain the interpretation and well-formed use of these terms. It is a broad
definition in the sense that the interpretation allows a range of specifications from
simple glossaries to logical theories [20].
As we can see, ontology is a rather high-level concept. The interpretation and
design of ontologies differs with the kind of information they represent as well as
the way they are used.

2.1.2 Knowledge Representation for Ontologies
Even though ontologies differ regarding the kind of information they can represent,
most ontologies contain the following components in its knowledge representation
[21] [22].
• Concepts represent sets or classes of entities within a domain. For example,
“Protein” is a concept in the molecular biology domain, representing all the
things that are proteins.
• Instances are the entities represented by a concept. However, since ontology
is supposed to be a conceptualization of the domain, instances are usually not
included.
• Relations describe the ways in which concepts and instances are related to
one another. There are many types of relations. The most common two
are subsumption relationships (e.g. “Protein” is-a “Organic Compound”)
and the partitive relationships (e.g. “Nucleus” is-part-of “Cell”), which are
widely used to organize concepts into taxonomies.
• Axioms describe facts that are always true in the topic area of the ontology
(e.g. every “Cell” has a “Cell Membrane”), which can be used to constrain
values for concepts or instances.
Depending on which of the components are included in the knowledge representation, ontologies can be categorized into different kinds. A simple type of
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ontology is controlled vocabulary, which is in the form of list of concepts each of
which has an explicit and non-redundant definition. When concepts from a collection of controlled vocabulary are organized into a hierarchy structure we obtain
a taxonomy, where the hierarchy is usually made of subsumption or partitive relationships. Thesaurus is a more complex kind of ontology, where concepts from
a collection of controlled vocabulary are networked through a fixed set of relations based on standards [23], such as synonym, broader/narrower term and associated/related term. An extension of thesaurus is data models, which further allow
for defining attributes (which are the properties that the concepts can have, also
called functions in [21]) and a limited form of axioms. The most expressive kind
of ontology is knowledge base, which is usually based on a logic. It can represent
all types of components in a logically consistent manner, so that classical deduction
can be used to reason about the knowledge.
Once the components are decided for building an ontology of a specific kind,
we must choose the appropriate language with certain degree of formality to represent the ontology. The formality of ontology languages ranges from very informal
to strictly formal. In [24], Uschold and Gruninger identified four kinds of formalities, which include highly informal if the expression uses loose natural language,
structured-informal if the expression is in a explicit, restricted and structured form
of natural language, semi-formal if the expression is based on formally defined
languages, and rigorously formal if the expression has formal semantics, theorems
and proofs of such properties as soundness and completeness.
Compared with informal representation language, using formal representation
language is likely to reduce ambiguity in the ontology and improve interoperation.
Having a well-defined semantics (usually based on logic theory), the formal language allows ontologies to provide automatic reasoning services, such as deriving
conclusions from statements in the ontologies or build the subsumption hierarchy.
However, building ontologies using formal languages is a challenging task. “If
there are no sufficient axioms, using a formal language may be as or more ambiguous than a detailed carefully crafted set of definitions in natural language” [25].
Besides, using less formal language to develop ontologies is usually easier and
faster to have results mature for use in a working system. Therefore, in practice,
many ontologies start out as controlled vocabulary, with more advanced representation and functionalities gradually furnished afterwards [10].

2.1.3 Ontology Languages for the Semantic Web
The basic language to describe resources on the Semantic Web is Resource Description Framework (RDF). It uses a simple assertional language in the form of
triples, allowing the integration of data from different kinds of resources [26]. In
RDF, every triple is a statement expressed as “subject-predicate-object”, which is
used to specify the value of a property belonging to a subject. In parallel with RDF,
RDF vocabulary description language, called RDF Schema (RDFS), extends RDF
vocabulary with functions to describe the taxonomies of concepts and properties
[27]. It also introduces some constraints on the properties, such as domain and
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range. However, RDF/RDFS is still a limited ontology language, unable to define,
for example, cardinality constraints and conjunction of concepts.
In need of more expressive ontology languages, the Semantic Web research
communities have proposed several Web ontology languages, including Simple
HTML Ontology Extensions (SHOE) [28], Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [29]
and DAML+OIL [30]. Based on these efforts, W3C proposed the standard Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [31] in 2004, which is now a broadly accepted ontology language for the Semantic Web. With a well defined syntax for easy data
exchange, OWL is based on the earlier work of OIL and DAML+OIL, while (partially) compatible with the RDF and RDFS. Compared with RDF/RDFS, OWL
provides a richer set of language primitives to support more expressive representations, such as the disjointness of concepts, logic combinations of concepts, cardinality restrictions on the properties and some special characteristics of properties
(e.g. a property is transitive or unique or inverse of another property) [32]. One
of the main benefits of OWL is that it has a formal semantics based on predicate
logic, which brings the power of automatic reasoning to the Semantic Web.
In spite of the benefits, using an expressive language is usually at the cost of
inefficient reasoning, which may lead to computational intractability. To deal with
this, OWL is further subdivided into three species – OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL
FULL. OWL Lite is the simplest OWL language, which can be used to express
taxonomies and simple constraints. OWL DL is based on a subset of Description
Logic (DL) SHIQ [33], which retains the logic decidability together with efficient
reasoning. OWL Full allows all languages primitives, having no constraints for
expressiveness. However, OWL Full is too expressive such that the reasoning in it
becomes undecidable [34].

2.1.4 Semantic Web Ontologies in Applications
With the development of the Semantic Web, many ontologies have been generated for semantically-enabled applications. Most of them could be classified into
two categories, upper ontologies (or foundation ontologies) and domain ontologies
[35].
Upper ontologies serve to provide a high level model by formalizing common
notions applicable across a broad range of domains, such as processes and events,
time and space, roles and functions [36]. They are commonly used as a fundamental vocabulary for domain-specific ontologies to extend. Compared with the global
schema in traditional information integration, upper ontologies need to be more
general so that they could encompass the top level for the domain-specific ontologies yet to be developed [37]. Some well-known upper ontologies are OpenCyc1 ,
WordNet2 , Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)3 , Descriptive Ontology
for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE)4 and Basic Formal Ontology
1 http://www.opencyc.org/
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
3 http://www.ontologyportal.org/
4 http://www.loa-cnr.it/DOLCE.html
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(BFO)5 . OpenCyc is the subset and open source version of the Cyc knowledge
base, which is a common sense ontology containing a large amount of fundamental human knowledge [38]. Though Cyc knowledge base is implemented in CycL
language, OpenCyc has been translated and published as an OWL file, used in a
wide range of applications, such as multi-agent systems [39], word sense disambiguation [40], question answering [41]. As a freely available lexical database for
English words, WordNet is a useful tool in the areas of linguistics, information
retrieval, word sense disambiguation, semantic concordance building, text analysis, and knowledge engineering. It groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
into sets of synonyms called synsets, which are further interrelated via conceptualsemantic and lexical relations [42]. For a better use of WordNet in the Semantic
Web community, W3C is currently converting WordNet into RDF/OWL representation language [43]. SUMO is a large standard ontology defined by the IEEE
Standard Upper Ontology Working Group with purpose for building a semantic
foundation for promoting data interoperability, information retrieval, automated
inference, and natural language processing [44, 45]. It is created by merging a
number of existing upper-level ontologies and organizing them into a single, comprehensive, and cohesive structure. Till now, SUMO has been mapped to all of the
WordNet lexicon and translated into OWL. DOLCE is a formal foundational ontology developed as a part of WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library, which
is funded by the Information Society Technologies (IST) Programme of the Commission of the European Communities. Described using first-order logic, DOLCE
aims at “capturing the ontological categories underlying natural language and human commonsense” [46]. Developed by the Institute for Formal Ontology and
Medical Information Science (IFOMIS) at the University of Leipzig, BFO is a
formal ontology which focuses on integrating domain ontologies developed for
scientific research. It consists of a series of sub-ontologies, the most important of
which are a series of snapshot ontologies (called SNAP) and a single videoscopic
ontology (called SPAN) [47].
Compared with upper ontologies, domain ontologies serve to model a specific
domain, which usually contain domain specific terminologies. Examples of domain ontologies are legal ontologies [48], chemical ontologies [49], spatial ontologies [50], multimedia ontologies [51] and geographical ontologies [52]. One of the
domains which widely use the Semantic Web ontologies more than others is the
field of biomedicine, where a vast amount of biomedical data on the Web need to
be accessed and queried efficiently [53]. The work on ontologies has been recognized as essential in some of the grand challenges of genomics research [7] and
many biomedical ontologies have been developed under the international research
cooperations, e.g. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)6 , Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT)7 , Gene Ontology (GO)8 and
Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)9 . Developed by the U.S. Na5 http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/
6 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
7 http://www.ihtsdo.org/
8 http://www.geneontology.org/
9 http://www.obofoundry.org/
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tional Library of Medicine (NLM) in 1960, MeSH is a controlled vocabulary in
a hierarchical structure. It is primarily used as an index of articles from 5400
biomedical journals, facilitating search queries in a more accurate and efficient
way. Some attempts have taken place to translate MeSH into OWL [54]. Being
a DL-based biomedical terminology, SNOMED-CT [55] is formed by converging
two major clinical terminologies, SNOMED Reference Terminology (SNOMED
RT) and Clinical Terms Version 3 [56]. Being a standard clinical language, it facilitates the communication and interoperability in electronic health data exchange.
GO is a structured controlled vocabulary with precise and common definitions for
describing the roles of genes and gene products within an organism [57]. Currently, it has been a de facto standard with terms widely used for annotating many
biological data sources [58]. With more and more researchers starting to generate biomedical ontologies, OBO was established in 2001 as an umbrella body to
coordinate the development of biomedical ontologies. To avoid the syntactic and
semantic heterogeneity among ontologies, OBO has identified 10 principles for the
member ontologies to follow [10]. Nowadays, many bio-ontologies are available
via OBO.
Even though the development of upper ontologies makes allowance for the
future extension with domain ontologies, it is usually not an easy task to extend
upper ontologies with various domain ontologies in a real setting. The extension
is hindered by the different constraints and distinct level of conceptualization at
their interface. To guarantee a seamless transition between upper ontologies and
domain ontologies, a mediating layer – upper-domain ontologies (or top-domain
ontologies), has been proposed, which serves to define the fundamental concepts
and relations relevant to the entire domain. Examples of upper-domain ontologies
in the biomedical domain include Ontology of Biomedical Reality (OBR)10 and
Top-Domain Ontology for the Life Science (BioTop)11 . Intended for facilitating
inference across the boundaries of domain ontologies in anatomy, physiology and
pathology, OBR is developed for the integration of the upper ontology BFO and
three specific domain ontologies. Inheriting the ontological structure of BFO, it
harmonizes the design principles of upper ontologies and domain ontologies [59].
BioTop is an upper-domain ontology initially created to redesign and expand GENIA ontology12 , an ontology applied for corpus annotation in molecular biology.
With continuous expansion, BioTop currently provides upper-level categories to
ontologies in the field of molecular biology, bio-medicine and bio-chemistry [60].
It exhibits links to the upper ontologies DOLCE, BFO and the OBO relation ontology [61], and provides mappings to OBO ontologies [62].

2.2 Ontology Alignment
Many ontologies have been developed in recent years, and many of them contain
overlapping information. For instance, OBO lists 38 different anatomy ontologies
10 http://ontology.buffalo.edu/medo/biomedo.htm
11 http://www.imbi.uni-freiburg.de/ontology/biotop
12 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA
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(December 2010). Often we would want to be able to use multiple ontologies.
For instance, companies may want to use community standard ontologies and use
them together with company-specific ontologies. Applications may need to use
ontologies from different areas or from different views on one area. Ontology
designers may want to use already existing ontologies as the basis for the creation
of new ontologies by extending the existing ontologies or by combining knowledge
from different smaller ontologies. In each of these cases, it is important to know
the relationships between the terms in the different ontologies. Further, the data in
different data sources in the same domain may have been annotated with different
but similar ontologies. Knowledge of the inter-ontology relationships would in this
case lead to improvements in search, integration and analysis of data. It has been
realized that this is a major issue and much research has recently been done on
ontology alignment, i.e. finding mappings between terms in different ontologies
[63].

2.2.1 Ontology Alignment Framework

Figure 2.1: Alignment framework [10] (Extension of the framework in [13]).
A large number of ontology alignment systems have been developed (see, for
instance, review papers [13, 64, 65, 66], the book [67] on ontology matching, and
the ontology matching web site at http://www.ontologymatching.org/). Many on-
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tology alignment systems are based on the computation of similarity values between entities in different ontologies and can be described as instantiations of the
general framework in figure 2.1 [10]. The framework consists of two parts. The
first part (I in figure 2.1) computes mapping suggestions. The second part (II)
interacts with the user to decide on the final alignment.
An alignment algorithm receives as input two source ontologies. A preprocessing step can be used to modify the original ontologies or to partition the ontologies
into mappable parts. The algorithm can include several matchers that calculate similarities between the entities from the different source ontologies or mappable parts
of the ontologies. They can implement strategies based on linguistic matching,
structure-based strategies, constraint-based approaches, instance-based strategies,
strategies that use auxiliary information or a combination of these. Each matcher
utilizes knowledge from one or multiple sources. Mapping suggestions are then
determined by combining and filtering the results generated by one or more matchers. By using different matchers and combining and filtering the results in different
ways we obtain different alignment strategies. The suggestions are then presented
to the user who accepts or rejects them. The acceptance and rejection of suggestions may influence further suggestions. Further, a conflict checker is used to avoid
conflicts introduced by the mapping suggestions. The output of the alignment algorithm is an alignment which is a set of mappings between entities from the source
ontologies.

2.2.2 Ontology Matching Strategies
As the crucial part of an ontology alignment system, matchers measure the similarities between entities from the two source ontologies to be aligned, whose results
determine the mappings suggestions generated afterwards. The design of matchers
has to take the characteristics of ontologies into account, which may vary with the
related applications and domains. Therefore, current ontology alignment systems
usually exploit multiple matchers with different matching strategies, which can be
categorized from different perspectives [68] [69]. Here, we adopt the categorization in [13], classifying matching strategies based on the resources they use for
measuring similarities.
• Strategies based on linguistic matching. Most ontologies have their concepts and relations defined using some textual descriptions, such as the names,
the labels, the comments and synonyms, which are used as primary resources
by most ontology alignment systems for calculating the similarities. Frequently used linguistic-based matching approaches are string-based matching algorithms combined with natural language processing techniques.
• Structure-based strategies. For ontologies with structural relations (e.g.
is-a and part-of relations), the similarities of concepts are also implied in
the context of the hierarchy. For example, if two concepts from two ontologies are similar, it is likely that their parents (or ancestors) and their children
(or descendants) are also similar. Taking advantage of such characteristics,
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structure-based strategies usually employ some heuristics, such as propagating the similarity via relations between concepts.
• Constraint-based approaches. Constraint-based approaches utilize the keys
and relationships of the entities in ontologies, such as the datatype, range and
domain of their properties. For instance, relations with the same range and
domain are likely to be similar, as well as the concepts related by them.
• Instance-based strategies. Some ontologies have instances defined in relation to the concepts, which provides an opportunity to measure the similarity of concepts based on instances. Besides these instances available in
ontologies, some strategies create and utilize instances from some external
resources. For example, the strategy in [70] uses life science literature, in
which the similarity between concepts are computed based on the probability that documents about one concept are also about the other concept.
• Use of auxiliary information. Auxiliary information is used by many ontology alignment systems. They are usually domain knowledge represented
by standard dictionaries and widely recognized thesauri. For systems with
an iterative mapping process, previous matching decisions, like user’s acceptance/rejection on mapping suggestions, are deemed as an auxiliary information to use.
• Combining different approaches. All the above strategies are deemed as
local methods in [68] for determining the similarities between entities from
different ontologies. In order to generate better mapping suggestions, most
ontology alignment systems combine these strategies or their results in the
real settings. It is usually accompanied with different filtering strategies to
refine the compound results.

2.2.3 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
With a lot of research efforts put into the area of ontology alignment, more than 30
ontology alignment systems have been developed in recent years [10], proposing
matching strategies from different perspectives. To compare, analyze and improve
different techniques, researchers realized that a consensus should be established for
the evaluation of these methods. For this purpose, the first competitive evaluation
of ontology alignment systems was held by Information Interpretation and Integration Conference (I3CON) in 2004, where test cases were setup based on 8 pairs of
real-life ontologies. The contest required participants to run one tool in one configuration on all the tests, and the evaluation focused on the quality of the ontology
alignment results. Also in 2004, another contest was held by the 3rd Evaluation of
Ontology-based Tools (EON) Workshop. Specifically, the contest aims to test the
performance of alignment systems on the ontologies with particular features and
participants are given the reference alignment to tune their tools. 5 and 4 teams
joined the contest of I3CON and EON, respectively.
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Ever since 2005, the evaluation has been held within Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI, http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/) as a yearly initiative.
Aiming to assess the strengths and weaknesses of alignment systems, to compare
different techniques and to improve evaluation techniques, OAEI has the collective
goals from the previous two contests. The ontology alignment problems published
by OAEI contain different cases, some of which are open (reference alignment is
known beforehand), but most are blind (reference alignment is not known - participants send their mapping suggestions to organizers who evaluate the performance).
OAEI currently only evaluates the non-interactive part of ontology alignment systems. The quality of ontology alignment results are measured based on precision,
recall, and f-measure. Precision measures how many of the mapping suggestions
are correct. It is defined as the number of correct suggestions divided by the number of suggestions. Recall measures how many of the correct mappings are found
by the alignment algorithm. It is defined as the number of correct suggestions divided by the number of correct mappings. F-measure is the weighted harmonic
mean of precision and recall. In 2010, the competition involves 15 participants
worldwide.

2.3 Ontology Debugging
Benefiting from the progress of ontology learning techniques [71], the development
of ontologies has been facilitated in recent years. Many ontologies are generated
containing thousands of terms with complex relations. Meanwhile, as mentioned
before, to be empowered with the automatic reasoning, more and more ontologies
are migrating to the logic-based formalism, using DL-based ontology language
(e.g. OWL). These efforts improve the status of ontologies, but also bring more
challenges. As ontologies become larger and more complex with diverse logic
constraints, they are suspectable to all kinds of defects. Some of these defects are
hard to diagnose and fix even for domain experts. Ontology debugging approaches
are needed to detect and repair the defects in the ontologies.

2.3.1 Ontology Defects
Defects in ontologies can take different forms (e.g. [72]). Syntactic defects, including incorrect format or invalid statements, are usually found within not wellformed XML ontology documents. Syntactic defects could also happen to the
ontologies, which are composed in a specific expressive sub-language (e.g. OWLLite, OWL-DL and OWL-Full), but misuse constructors or primitives outside the
desired language level.
Being another kind of defects, style defects usually include such things as unintended redundancy and unused concepts or relations. Even though they are not syntactically or semantically invalid, style defects are usually deemed as unintended
results from the modeling point of view, which ontology designers should be aware
of.
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More interesting and severe defects are the modeling defects, which refer to the
flawed or incongruous modeling of the intended domain, instantiated as wrong or
incomplete concepts or relations in ontologies. They appear in ontologies for several reasons. Firstly, the development of ontologies is often restricted by the knowledge and perspective of ontology designers. It is possible that, the designer, even
as a domain expert, could have misunderstood or incomplete knowledge about his
or her area, which affects the correctness and completeness of the resulted ontologies. On the other hand, the development of ontologies requires the techniques of
knowledge representation. It is likely that people who are not expert in knowledge
representation could misuse and confuse the primitives in the ontology language
(e.g. is-a and part-of relations), which leads to modeling defects in the resulted
ontologies.
With more and more ontologies starting to use the DL-based ontology language, semantic defects become another common and important kind of ontological defects. Semantic defects take the form of logical contradictions, which could
be categorized into two cases: inconsistency and incoherency. An inconsistent ontology is defined as one which has no model. An incoherent ontology is defined
as one which has an unsatisfiable concept, while an unsatisfiable concept is a concept which cannot have any instance (i.e. represents the empty set) [73]. Semantic
defects could be introduced by the modeling defects, the integration of ontologies,
migration from other formalisms and ontology evolution [74].

2.3.2 Debugging Defects in Ontologies
Generally, syntactic defects are the easiest to fix. Using XML parsers (e.g. Xerces13 )
or RDF validators14 , the ontology designers could easily locate the lines or characters which make the document syntactically invalid and fix them. Regarding the
improper use of primitives beyond an intended language level, there are also tools,
such as OWL Species Validation tools15 , helping the user to identify the defects
and bring the ontologies to the intended language level.
Style defects in ontologies are also easy to detect. For instance, using the Racer
[75] reasoner, the ontology checker in SAMBO [13] could easily find cycles in the
definitions of concepts and redundant subsumption relations. However, whether
and how to deal with the style defects depends on the intent of the ontology designer. Currently, the debugging of style defects is often done by exposing the
problems to the user.
Being the incorrect or incomplete conceptualization of the intended domain,
the detecting of modeling defects usually requires the domain knowledge, which
may come from domain experts, or external resources such as text corpus, dictionary or knowledge base. For ontologies using the logic-based language, some
inherent modeling defects, such as wrongly-defined concepts, may cause logical
contradictions and thus be found by the logical reasoners. Another possible way of
13 http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/
14 http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
15 http://phoebus.cs.man.ac.uk:9999/OWL/Validator
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finding modeling defects is testing the ontologies in the intended applications and
tracing the defects in case of malfunctions of applications. Regarding the repairing
of modeling defects, it is usually a semi-automatic process, which requires domain
knowledge and interactions with the ontology designer.
The debugging of semantic defects aims at identifying and removing logical
contradictions, i.e. inconsistencies and incoherencies, from an ontology. They
use standard reasoners, such as Pellet [76], FaCT [77] and Racer, to identify the
existence of a contradiction, and provide support for resolving and eliminating
it [78]. It is usually done by identifying the axioms responsible for the logical
contradictions, and generating suggestions to delete some axioms or weaken them.
During this process, the minimal change (i.e. the minimal loss of information) to
the ontology, is often preferred [74].

Chapter 3

Aligning Ontologies using
Partial Reference Alignments
In this chapter, we deal with the missing mappings between networked ontologies.
Given two ontologies connected via a set of correct mappings (PRA), we use these
mappings to find more correct mappings between these two ontologies. Several
strategies of using the PRA are proposed regarding the different components of
a general ontology alignment framework. We conduct experiments based on the
alignment systems SAMBO and SAMBOdtf and discuss the results.

3.1 Introduction
In the current ontology alignment systems, an alignment is computed from scratch.
However, recently, some situations have occurred where a PRA is available, i.e.
some of the correct mappings between terms are given or have been obtained.
One example is the development of Bioportal [79] where mappings between different ontologies in the biomedical domain have been collected (although not all
mappings are validated). Bioportal also supports collaborative ontology alignment
(one of the challenges for ontology alignment described in [9]) where experts can
focus on their piece of expertise. In this case for some parts of the ontologies
mappings will be available while they are still lacking for other parts of the ontologies. Another situation is an iterative ontology alignment methodology where
people and ontology alignment systems interact to iteratively align and improve
the quality of the mappings. In systems such as SAMBO [13], users can input
their own mappings as well as accept or reject mapping suggestions generated
by the system. Both the mappings given by the users and the rejection and acceptance of system-generated mappings by users influence future iterations of ontology alignment. Finally, the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI,
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/) introduced in 2008 a new task in the Anatomy
track [80] where a PRA was given and participating systems could use the PRA to
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improve the quality of their mapping suggestions.
In this chapter, we investigate whether and how a PRA can be used in ontology
alignment. We use PRAs in the different steps of ontology alignment. We use
PRAs in a preprocessing step to partition the ontologies into mappable parts that
are likely to contain correct mappings and therefore not every term in the first
ontology needs to be compared to every term in the second ontology. We also use
PRAs in the computation of similarities between terms. Further, we use PRAs to
filter mapping suggestions. We test the approaches on previously developed gold
standards (from [13] and the Anatomy track of OAEI) and discuss the results.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we describe
the systems, the gold standards and the evaluation measures that we have used
in our experiments. The proposed approaches and experiments are described in
section 3.3. We investigate the use of PRAs in the different components of the
ontology alignment framework. We also investigate the influence of the size of the
PRA on the quality of the alignments. The results of the experiments are shown and
discussed in section 3.4. Related work is presented in section 3.5 and the chapter
is summarized in section 3.6.

3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 SAMBO and SAMBOdtf
SAMBO and SAMBOdtf are ontology alignment systems based on the framework
described in Figure 2.1 of the previous chapter. They both currently contain five
basic matchers [13]: two terminological matchers (a basic matcher and an extension using WordNet; extension described below), a structure-based matcher (which
uses the is-a and part-of hierarchies of the source ontologies), a matcher based on
domain knowledge (described below), and a learning matcher (which uses literature that is related to the concepts in the ontologies to define a similarity value
between the concepts). In addition to these techniques also other matchers were
developed [81, 70].
In our evaluations we use the versions of SAMBO and SAMBOdtf as used in
OAEI 2008 [63]. These systems performed best and second best, respectively, in
the Anatomy track of OAEI 2008. These versions contain the matchers TermWN
and UMLSKSearch. The matcher TermWN contains matching algorithms based on
the textual descriptions (names and synonyms) of concepts and relations. In the
current implementation, the matcher includes two approximate string matching algorithms (n-gram and edit distance), and a linguistic algorithm that also uses WordNet to find synonyms and is-a relations. The aggregated similarity value generated
from TermWN has range [0,1]. Our matcher UMLSKSearch uses the Metathesaurus in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)1 . The similarity of two
terms in the source ontologies is determined by their relationship in UMLS. In our
experiments we used the UMLS Knowledge Source Server to query the UMLS
1 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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Metathesaurus with source ontology terms. The querying is based on searching
the normalized string index and normalized word index provided by the UMLS
Knowledge Source Server. We used version 2008AA of UMLS. As a result we
obtain concepts that have the source ontology term as their synonym. We assign
a similarity value of 0.99 if the source ontology terms are synonyms of the same
concept and 0 otherwise.
The combination algorithm used for the OAEI versions of SAMBO and SAMBOdtf is a maximum-based algorithm. The similarity value for a pair of terms is
the maximum of the values obtained from TermWN and UMLSKSearch for this
pair of terms.
The filtering method in SAMBO is single threshold filtering. Pairs of concepts
with a similarity value higher than or equal to a given threshold value are returned
as mapping suggestions to the user. SAMBOdtf implements the double threshold
filtering method developed in [82]. The double threshold filtering approach uses
the structure of the ontologies. It is based on the observation that (for the different
approaches in the evaluation in [13]) for single threshold filtering the precision of
the results is decreasing and the recall is increasing when the threshold is decreasing. Therefore, we propose to use two thresholds. Pairs with similarity value equal
or higher than the upper threshold are retained as suggestions. The intuition is that
this gives suggestions with a high precision. Further, pairs with similarity values
between the lower and the upper threshold are filtered using structural information
and the rest is discarded. We require that the pairs with similarity values between
the two thresholds are ’reasonable’ from a structural point of view.2 The intuition
here is that the recall is augmented by adding new suggestions, while at the same
time the precision stays high because only structurally reasonable suggestions are
added. The double threshold filtering approach contains the following three steps.
(i) Find a consistent suggestion group from the pairs with similarity value higher
or equal than the upper threshold. We say that a set of suggestions is a consistent
suggestion group if each concept occurs at most once as first argument in a pair, at
most once as second argument in a pair and for each pair of suggestions <A, A’>
and <B, B’> where A and B are concepts in the first ontology and A’ and B’ are
concepts in the second ontology: A ⊂ B iff A’ ⊂ B’. (ii) Use the consistent suggestion group to partition the original ontologies. (iii) Filter the pairs with similarity
values between the lower and upper thresholds using the partitions. Only pairs of
which the elements belong to corresponding pieces in the partitions are retained as
suggestions. For details we refer to [82].
In contrast to the original versions of SAMBO and SAMBOdtf where a term in
one ontology can be suggested to be mapped to different terms in the other ontology, in the OAEI versions this is not the case. We retain only suggestions where the
similarity between the terms in the suggestion is higher than or equal to the similarity of these terms to any other term according to the suggestion list. In the case
there are different possibilities, one is randomly chosen. (In the implementation
the first in the list is chosen.)
2 In

our implementation we have focused on the is-a relation.
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3.2.2 Gold Standard Alignments
In our tests we use alignments that have been used in previous evaluations ([13] and
OAEI). Essentially, for our purpose all used ontologies can be seen as taxonomies
(concepts and is-a and part-of relations). In [13] a number of smaller test cases
were introduced to evaluate different alignment strategies. For the first two cases
we use a part of a Gene Ontology (GO) [57] together with a part of Signal Ontology
(SigO) [83]. The first case, B (behavior), contains 57 terms from GO and 10 terms
from SigO. Its reference alignment (RA) contains 4 mappings. The second case,
ID (immune defense), contains 73 terms from GO and 17 terms from SigO. Its
RA contains 8 mappings. The other cases are taken from the anatomy category of
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)3 and the Adult Mouse Anatomy (MA, available
from OBO): nose (15 terms from MeSH, 18 terms from MA, and 7 mappings in
the RA), ear (39 terms from MeSH, 77 terms from MA, and 27 mappings in the
RA), and eye (45 terms from MeSH, 112 terms from MA, and 27 mappings in the
RA).
A larger test case that we use is the case of the Anatomy track of OAEI (version
2008), where participants were required to align the Adult Mouse Anatomy (2744
concepts) and the NCI Thesaurus - anatomy (3304 concepts). The RA contains
1523 equivalence mappings of which 934 are deemed trivial (i.e. they can be found
by a relatively basic string-based matcher).

3.2.3 Evaluation Measures
The results of our experiments are given in terms of the quality of the mapping
suggestions. We use precision, recall, recallPRA and f-measure. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, Precision measures how many of the mapping suggestions are correct.
It is defined as the number of correct suggestions divided by the number of suggestions. Recall measures how many of the correct mappings are found by the
alignment algorithm. It is defined as the number of correct suggestions divided by
the number of correct mappings. We also introduce the measure recallPRA which
measures how many of the correct mappings that are not in a PRA are found by
the alignment algorithm. It is defined as the number of correct mapping suggestions not in the PRA divided by the number of correct mappings not in the PRA.
F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. In our tests
precision and recall are weighted evenly.

3.3 Proposed Approaches and Experiments
In this section we define a number of experiments to test the usefulness of using a
PRA for ontology alignment. We consider the use of PRAs in the different components of the alignment framework in figure 2.1. As base systems we use SAMBO
and SAMBOdtf as described in section 3.2.1 and modify their components. We de3 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
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preprocessing
none
none
partitioning

matchers
TermWN + UMLSKSearch
TermWN + UMLSKSearch
TermWN + UMLSKSearch

combination
maximum
maximum
maximum

TermWN + UMLSKSearch

maximum

pmPRA

fixing and
partitioning
none

maximum

fPRA

none

TermWN + UMLSKSearch
pattern-based augmentation
TermWN + UMLSKSearch

dtfPRA

none

TermWN + UMLSKSearch

maximum

pfPRA

none

TermWN + UMLSKSearch

maximum

SAMBO
SAMBOdtf
mgPRA
mgfPRA

maximum
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filter
single threshold
double threshold
single threshold
filter with PRA
single threshold
filter with PRA
single threshold
filter with PRA
single threshold
filter with PRA
double threshold with PRA
filter with PRA
filter based on EM and PRA
filter with PRA

Table 3.1: Alignment strategies.

scribe the experiments and provide an overview of the resulting strategies in table
3.1.
An immediate observation regarding a PRA is that the mappings in the PRA are
deemed to be correct and therefore should be included in the final result. For the
same reason, if there are different suggestions for mapping a term, then a suggestion contained in the PRA is preferred. Therefore, in all alignment strategies using
a PRA, we add the mappings in the PRA to the list of suggestions with a special
status. These mappings cannot be removed in any filtering step. This technique we
call filter with PRA.

3.3.1 Use of PRA in the Preprocessing Step
A first question we want to investigate is whether we can use a PRA in the preprocessing phase. Most systems compute a similarity value between all terms from the
first ontology and all terms from the second ontology. Some work has been done
on partitioning the ontologies to find mappable parts of the ontologies (e.g. [84]).
The motivation for that work is scalability. When the size of the ontologies grows,
the performance of most current ontology matching techniques becomes worse. In
our work we investigate whether we can use a PRA to partition the ontologies into
mappable parts and test whether, in addition to the fact that we do not have to compute similarity values between all terms from the first ontology and all terms from
the second ontology, this also leads to a better quality of the mapping suggestions.
In the first approach we partition the ontologies into mappable parts using the
partitioning step of the double threshold filtering described in section 3.2.1 and
[82]. A part of the PRA satisfying the consistent group property is used as a consistent group. The resulting alignment strategy (this preprocessing, the SAMBO
matchers, combination and filters, and filter with PRA) we call mgPRA (mappable
groups with PRA).
According to our experience in aligning ontologies we know that the structure
of the source ontologies is not always perfect. For instance, given the two ontolo-
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gies and the PRA in the Anatomy task of OAEI 2008, it can be deduced that many
is-a relations are missing in at least one of the source ontologies. Based on this
observation we experiment with a second approach where we add to the source ontologies the missing is-a relationships that can be deduced from the source ontologies and the PRA.4 After this ’fixing’ of the source ontologies the PRA will satisfy
the consistent group property. The resulting strategy is called mgfPRA (mappable
groups and fixing with PRA).

3.3.2 Use of PRA in a Matcher
One way to create a matcher based on a PRA, is to use underlying properties of
the mappings in the PRA. We have previously observed that sometimes for two
given source ontologies, common patterns can be found between the correct mappings. For instance, in the PRA of the OAEI 2008 Anatomy we find the mappings
<lumbar vertebra 5, l5 vertebra> and <thoracic vertebra 11, t11 vertebra> which
both have the second term made up of three elements from the first term (the concatenation of the first character in the first token and the third token, then a blank
and the second token). Also the mappings <forebrain, fore brain>, <gallbladder,
gall bladder> (in which the first term is the concatenation of the only two tokens from the second term), and the mappings <stomach body, body stomach>
and <stomach fundus, fundus stomach> (in which the first term is made up from
the tokens from the second term in reverse order) share similar linguistic patterns,
respectively. When using different linguistic matchers the similarity values according to these matchers for the mappings sharing similar patterns are therefore very
similar as well.
Based on this observation we developed a matcher that augments previously
generated similarity values for term pairs when these term pairs display a similar
(linguistic) pattern as mappings in the PRA. For the experiment we used TermWN
and UMLSKSearch to compute the original similarity values. Further, for each
term pair we compute a vector with, in this case, three similarity values, based on
the different components of TermWN (n-gram, edit distance and a linguistic algorithm that uses WordNet; as described in section 3.2.1). Based on this similarity
vector we compute the Euclidean distance of a term pair to the mappings in the
PRA and count how many of the PRA mappings are within a predefined radius.
(In the experiment we used 0.1 for the radius.) Based on the value of this count,
the matcher may augment the original similarity value for the term pair. (In the experiment we used (count × 0.06) as augmentation value and augmented only pairs
with a similarity value lower than 0.9. We also set the limit for the augmented
similarity value to 0.9.) The resulting alignment strategy is called pmPRA (pattern
matcher with PRA).
4 This is in line with the challenge for ontology alignment on discovering missing background knowledge as described in [9].
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3.3.3 Use of PRA in the Filter Step
Another question that we want to investigate is whether we can use a PRA for
filtering the list of mapping suggestions.
As mentioned before, all strategies using PRAs implement the filter with PRA
approach. In a first experiment we only add this filter approach to SAMBO. The
resulting alignment strategy is called fPRA.
In addition to filter with PRA, the second strategy also uses a variant of the
double threshold filtering approach of SAMBOdtf. While in the original double
threshold filtering approach, a consistent suggestion group is computed based on
mapping suggestions with a high similarity value, in this approach a part of the
PRA satisfying the consistent group property is used as a consistent group. The
resulting alignment strategy is called dtfPRA.
The last strategy we use is called pfPRA (pattern filter with PRA). This strategy
is based on the observation described above that some correct mappings share similar patterns. Similar to pmPRA, we assign a vector with similarity values based
on the different components of TermWN to each term pair in the suggestion list
and the PRA. We compute clusters based on these similarity vectors of the term
pairs in the suggestion list using the expectation-maximization algorithm. (For the
small cases we set the number of clusters. For Anatomy we did not use a predefined
number of clusters.) Then, each mapping in the PRA is assigned to the cluster for
which the distance between the cluster center and the PRA mapping is the smallest.
Further, we compute for each cluster the average distance between a PRA mapping
in the cluster and its cluster center. The filter strategy retains the suggestions in a
cluster with a distance to the cluster center that is smaller or equal to the computed
average for that cluster and discards the others.

3.3.4 Influence of the Size of the PRA
We also want to investigate the influence of the size of the PRA. For this purpose
we compare the results of the approaches for the Anatomy case with two PRAs:
PRA-F and its subset PRA-H. For PRA-F we take the PRA as provided by the
OAEI 2008 Anatomy task. PRA-H contains half of the trivial and half of the nontrivial mappings from PRA-F.

3.4 Results and discussion
Table 3.2 shows the number of suggestions generated by the algorithms in the
experiments. For SAMBO and SAMBOdtf we also added the number of mappings
in the PRA that were found by those algorithms. We note that for all thresholds
for B, nose and ear, for thresholds 0.4 and 0.6 for ID and for threshold 0.4 for eye
SAMBO actually finds all mappings in the PRA. This means that in these cases
adding the PRA to the solutions in itself does not improve recall. For Anatomy
SAMBO does not find between 45 (threshold 0.4) and 55 (threshold 0.8) of the
988 mappings in the PRA.
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Case
B

ID

nose

ear

eye

Anatomy

Th
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8

SAMBO
6/2
5/2
4/2
12/4
8/4
7/3
7/4
7/4
7/4
30/14
29/14
26/14
31/13
36/12
24/11
1575/943
1466/942
1297/933

SAMBOdtf
6/2
5/2
11/3
7/3
7/4
7/4
29/14
29/14
30/13
26/12
1527/940
1438/940
-

mgPRA
6
5
4
12
5
4
7
7
7
28
27
24
30
26
25
1690
1488
1308

mgfPRA
2
2
2
12
5
5
4
4
4
18
18
18
13
13
13
1663
1444
1271

pmPRA
6
5
4
12
8
8
7
7
7
4
3
1
6
3
2
1625
1598
1528

fPRA
6
5
4
12
8
8
7
7
7
30
29
26
31
27
26
1601
1498
1342

dtfPRA
4
4
11
8
7
7
30
29
31
27
1552
1474
-

pfPRA
3
3
3
12
8
8
6
6
6
25
25
24
23
22
22
1251
1221
1139

Table 3.2: Number of mapping suggestions. For SAMBO and SAMBOdtf also the
number of PRA mappings found.

The results in terms of precision, recall, f-measure and recallPRA are given in
tables5 3.3 to 3.7. The results in the tables are truncated values. Note also that
as SAMBO and SAMBOdtf do not use a PRA, we have set recall = recallPRA for
SAMBO and SAMBOdtf. Th is the threshold for the filtering for the single threshold approaches. For SAMBOdtf and dtfPRA the upper threshold is always 0.8
while Th is the lower threshold. There are no results for SAMBOdtf and dtfPRA
for upper threshold 0.8 as this would be the same as using SAMBO and fPRA with
single threshold 0.8, respectively.

3.4.1 PRA in Preprocessing
The results of the experiments for using PRAs in the preprocessing step are given in
table 3.3. The intuition behind mgPRA and mgfPRA is to partition the ontologies
into mappable parts. Therefore, we can only generate mapping suggestions that
are reasonable from a structural point of view. This suggests that, comparing to the
base systems, the precision may become higher as suggestions that do not conform
to the structure of the source ontologies cannot be made. As we add the PRA to
the result, the recall may be increased as some of the PRA mappings may not be
found by the base systems. However, the similarity values between the terms do not
change and it is therefore not likely that new mappings are found. (The only way
to find new mappings compared to the base system is when a mapping suggestion
with high similarity in the base system cannot be suggested by using mgPRA and
mgfPRA because the terms were in incompatible parts of the ontologies. In that
5 As Anatomy is a blind case at OAEI we do not have the RA available. Therefore, we have sent
the mapping suggestions for Anatomy to the organizers of the OAEI 2008 Anatomy track who have
returned the values for the different evaluation measures.
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Case
B

RA
4

PRA
2

ID

8

4

nose

7

4

ear

27

14

eye

27

13

Anatomy

1523

988

Th
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8

SAMBO
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.75
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.75
0.71/0.62/0.66/0.62
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.96
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.96
0.96/0.92/0.94/0.92
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.92
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.88
0.91/0.81/0.86/0.81
0.82/0.85/0.83/0.85
0.88/0.84/0.86/0.84
0.94/0.80/0.87/0.80

mgPRA
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.41/0.62/0.50/0.25
1.00/0.62/0.76/0.25
1.00/0.62/0.76/0.25
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.85/0.88/0.87/0.76
0.88/0.88/0.88/0.76
1.00/0.88/0.94/0.76
0.80/0.88/0.84/0.78
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.78
0.92/0.85/0.88/0.71
0.78/0.87/0.82/0.64
0.88/0.86/0.87/0.61
0.96/0.82/0.89/0.50
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mgfPRA
1.00/0.50/0.66/0.00
1.00/0.50/0.66/0.00
1.00/0.50/0.66/0.00
0.41/0.62/0.50/0.25
1.00/0.62/0.76/0.25
1.00/0.62/0.76/0.25
1.00/0.57/0.72/0.00
1.00/0.57/0.72/0.00
1.00/0.57/0.72/0.00
1.00/0.66/0.80/0.30
1.00/0.66/0.80/0.30
1.00/0.66/0.80/0.30
1.00/0.48/0.65/0.00
1.00/0.48/0.65/0.00
1.00/0.48/0.65/0.00
0.78/0.85/0.81/0.58
0.88/0.84/0.86/0.55
0.96/0.80/0.88/0.45

Table 3.3: Using the PRA in the preprocessing phase (precision/recall/fmeasure/recallPRA ).

case other suggestions involving these terms may be generated.) The results give
some support to these intuitions. For threshold 0.8 the precision of mgPRA and
mgfPRA is always equal to or higher than the precision for SAMBO. This is also
almost always the case for threshold 0.6. For threshold 0.4 there is no conclusive
result. We also notice that, except for threshold 0.4 in ID and Anatomy, mgfPRA
always gives better precision than SAMBO.
As expected, the recall for mgPRA and mgfPRA is equal to or less than the
recall for SAMBO in most cases. For the large test case the recall is always higher
for mgPRA and equal for mgfPRA. In the cases there is a loss of recall, this is
due to a different modeling in the source ontologies. When the PRA satisfies the
consistent group property, mgPRA and mgfPRA give the same results. When this
is not the case, mgfPRA ’fixes’ the source ontologies by adding missing is-a relationships. In most cases this has led to an improvement in precision, in the other
cases the precision stayed the same. However, contrary to the intuition in many
cases fixing the source ontologies has led to a decrease in recall. This is due to the
use of is-a in the source ontologies. For instance, the hierarchical relation in MeSH
covers both is-a and part-of. Therefore, not all of these relations should be treated
as is-a. However, as mgfPRA cannot distinguish between these, it may fix the
source ontology in the wrong way, by adding a hierarchical link (which mgfPRA
interprets as is-a, but which should have been interpreted as part-of). For instance,
in the nose case, having <nose, nose> in the PRA would lead to introducing is-a
relations in MA between nose and its parts. Therefore, fixing the ontologies may
lead to worse results. As for all alignment strategies using structural information,
the quality of the underlying ontologies, the completeness of the structure and the
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correct use of the structural relations, has an important influence on the quality of
the results.

3.4.2 PRA in a Matcher
The results of the experiment using PRAs in a matcher are found in table 3.4. The
intuition of the matcher was to augment the similarity values of suggestions that
had a similar linguistic pattern as mappings in the PRA. For B, nose and ear the
results for SAMBO and pmPRA are the same. The augmentation did not have
any influence. For B and nose the recall was already 1, so that no influence was
expected. For ear the found correct mappings had already a high similarity value
and the missed correct mappings (two for threshold 0.8 and one for thresholds 0.4
and 0.6) did not have a similar linguistic pattern as the mappings in the PRA. For ID
the recall and the precision were equal or became higher (because of the addition of
the PRA to the results). For eye the recall improved or was the same. For Anatomy
the precision and, for low thresholds, also the recall decreased. The recall increased
for high thresholds. To investigate the increase of recall for Anatomy, we compared
the results of using PRA-F with PRA-H. In this case augmenting allowed to find
<lateral cuneiform, external cuneiform bone foot> and <brain arachnoid matter,
cerebral arachnoid membrane>. For each of these there were 7 mappings in PRAH with similar linguistic patterns.

Case
B

RA
4

PRA
2

ID

8

4

nose

7

4

ear

27

14

eye

27

13

Anatomy

1523

988

Th
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8

SAMBO
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.75
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.75
0.71/0.62/0.66/0.62
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.96
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.96
0.96/0.92/0.94/0.92
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.92
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.88
0.91/0.81/0.86/0.81
0.82/0.85/0.83/0.85
0.88/0.84/0.86/0.84
0.94/0.80/0.87/0.80

pmPRA
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.92
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.92
0.96/0.92/0.94/0.84
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.85
0.89/0.92/0.90/0.85
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.78
0.78/0.83/0.81/0.54
0.79/0.83/0.81/0.54
0.83/0.83/0.83/0.52

Table 3.4: Using the PRA in a matcher (precision/recall/f-measure/recallPRA ).
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3.4.3 PRA in a Filter
The results for the experiments regarding the use of PRAs in the filter step are given
in tables 3.5 and 3.6. In the filter phase mapping suggestions are removed. Both
correct and wrong suggestions can be removed and therefore both precision and
recall can change compared to the base system. All strategies implement filter with
PRA. Therefore, as we add the PRA to the result, the recall may be increased as
some of the PRA mappings may not be found by the base systems. The precision
and recall may increase when wrong suggestions are removed because there are
mappings in the PRA involving the same terms. This intuition is supported by
the test cases. For all cases fPRA has a higher or equal precision and recall than
SAMBO.
Case
B

RA
4

PRA
2

ID

8

4

nose

7

4

ear

27

14

eye

27

13

Anatomy

1523

988

Th
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8

SAMBO
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.75
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.75
0.71/0.62/0.66/0.62
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.96
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.96
0.96/0.92/0.94/0.92
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.92
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.88
0.91/0.81/0.86/0.81
0.82/0.85/0.83/0.85
0.88/0.84/0.86/0.84
0.94/0.80/0.87/0.80

fPRA
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.92
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.92
0.96/0.92/0.94/0.84
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.85
0.92/0.92/0.92/0.85
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.78
0.83/0.88/0.86/0.66
0.89/0.87/0.88/0.64
0.95/0.84/0.89/0.54

pfPRA
1.00/0.75/0.85/0.50
1.00/0.75/0.85/0.50
1.00/0.75/0.85/0.50
0.50/0.75/0.60/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
1.00/0.85/0.92/0.66
1.00/0.85/0.92/0.66
1.00/0.85/0.92/0.66
1.00/0.92/0.96/0.84
1.00/0.92/0.96/0.84
1.00/0.88/0.94/0.76
0.95/0.81/0.88/0.64
1.00/0.81/0.89/0.64
1.00/0.81/0.89/0.64
0.91/0.74/0.82/0.28
0.93/0.74/0.82/0.27
0.97/0.72/0.83/0.22

Table 3.5: Using the PRA during the filter phase - 1 (precision/recall/fmeasure/recallPRA ).

In dtfPRA we use, in addition to filter with PRA, also the structure of the source
ontologies to filter the suggestion list by filtering out the suggestions which are not
reasonable with respect to the structure of the ontologies and the given PRA. The
intuition is that wrong suggestions may be removed and that it is better to use a
PRA than a computed suggestion group. For B, ID and Anatomy6 dtfPRA has a
higher precision and recall than SAMBOdtf. For ear and eye the recall is equal
or higher for dtfPRA than for SAMBOdtf. For lower threshold 0.4 the precision
is lower for dtfPRA than for SAMBOdtf, while it is higher or equal for lower
threshold 0.6. The lower precision for ear at threshold 0.4 comes from a suggestion
6 According to the results of OAEI 2008 Anatomy task [80], with respect to the unknown part of the
RA, dtfPRA’s precision increased with 0.040, its recall with 0.008 and its f-value with 0.025. dtfPRA
was the system with the highest increase in f-value and was the only system that used the PRA to
increase both precision and recall. In [80] dtfPRA is called ’SAMBOdtf for task 4’.
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Case
B

RA
4

PRA
2

ID

8

4

nose

7

4

ear

27

14

eye

27

13

Anatomy

1523

988

Th
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6

SAMBOdtf
0.66/1.00/0.80/1.00
0.80/1.00/0.88/1.00
0.45/0.62/0.52/0.62
0.71/0.62/0.66/0.62
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.96
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.96
0.83/0.92/0.87/0.92
0.92/0.88/0.90/0.88
0.84/0.84/0.84/0.84
0.89/0.84/0.86/0.84

dtfPRA
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.54/0.75/0.63/0.50
0.75/0.75/0.75/0.50
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00
0.86/0.96/0.91/0.92
0.89/0.96/0.92/0.92
0.80/0.92/0.86/0.85
0.92/0.92/0.92/0.85
0.86/0.87/0.87/0.65
0.90/0.87/0.88/0.64

Table 3.6: Using the PRA during the filter phase - 2 (precision/recall/fmeasure/recallPRA ).

<inner ear epithelium, inner hair cell> which was filtered out by SAMBOdtf, but
not by dtfPRA. One reason could be that in the SAMBOdtf case the consistent
group consisted of 17 mapping suggestions while the consistent part of the PRA
only consisted of 9 mappings (as the whole PRA did not satisfy the consistent
group property). The partitioning for SAMBOdtf could therefore result in smaller
mappable parts. We also compared dtfPRA to SAMBOdtf with just adding the
PRA to the results. In most cases we have the same precision and recall. For ID
threshold 0.4 precision for dtfPRA is slightly better, while for ear threshold 0.4 it
is slightly worse. For Anatomy just adding the PRA to SAMBOdtf actually gives
a slightly higher recall than dtfPRA (3 more correct mappings are found), but a
lower precision.
The third filter strategy removes suggestions that do not have similar linguistic
patterns than the mappings in the PRA. We expect therefore that some correct
suggestions obtained through UMLS will be removed and therefore the recall may
go down. This is indeed the case in our experiments. The precision for pfPRA is,
however, always higher or equal to the precision for SAMBO. This is because the
suggestions that had a linguistically similar pattern as mappings in the PRA were
usually correct.

3.4.4 Influence of the Size of the PRA
The results for the experiment regarding the influence of the size of the PRA are
shown in table 3.7. Intuitively, the more correct mappings we have, the higher
the recall should be. This is supported by all test cases. As shown in the last
column of table 3.7, several mappings in PRA-F are not found by the algorithms
using PRA-H. However, using PRA-H seems to generate more mappings from
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Strategy
mgPRA

mgfPRA

pmPRA

fPRA

pfPRA

dtfPRA

Th
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.6

PRA-F
0.78/0.87/0.82
0.88/0.86/0.87
0.96/0.82/0.89
0.78/0.85/0.81
0.88/0.84/0.86
0.96/0.80/0.88
0.78/0.83/0.81
0.79/0.83/0.81
0.83/0.83/0.83
0.83/0.88/0.86
0.89/0.87/0.88
0.95/0.84/0.89
0.91/0.74/0.82
0.93/0.74/0.82
0.97/0.72/0.83
0.86/0.87/0.87
0.90/0.87/0.88

new-F
345
327
281
313
295
243
290
290
282
356
347
293
152
148
118
350
344

PRA-H
0.80/0.85/0.82
0.88/0.83/0.85
0.95/0.80/0.86
0.79/0.81/0.80
0.87/0.80/0.83
0.95/0.76/0.84
0.77/0.83/0.80
0.79/0.83/0.81
0.84/0.82/0.83
0.83/0.86/0.84
0.88/0.86/0.87
0.95/0.82/0.88
0.90/0.74/0.81
0.92/0.74/0.82
0.96/0.71/0.82
0.84/0.86/0.85
0.89/0.86/0.87

new-H
351
337
281
336
321
268
313
312
294
357
348
294
179
175
136
355
348
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NF
44
46
50
85
87
89
26
26
28
25
26
30
32
33
34
26
26

Table 3.7: Anatomy (1523 correct mappings in the RA) with PRA-F (988 mappings) and PRA-H (494 mappings) - (precision/recall/f-measure). new-X represents the number of correct mappings not in PRA-F found by using PRA-X. NF is
the number of mappings in PRA-F not found by the algorithms using PRA-H.

the unknown part of the RA. On the other hand, it also generates more wrong
suggestions. One explanation could be that for most strategies the larger the PRA,
the more constraints the suggestions need to satisfy and thus the fewer suggestions
(correct and wrong) are generated. For the preprocessing strategies mgPRA and
mgfPRA the precision is lower for the larger PRA when we use a low threshold.
However, the precision is better for the larger PRA when the threshold is high. The
matcher strategy pmPRA shows a similar tendency. For the three filtering strategies
the precision for the larger PRA is always better or equal than the precision of the
smaller PRA.

3.5 Related Work
Since the task of using PRA to align ontologies was introduced as task #4 in the
Anatomy track in OAEI 2008, eight ontology alignment systems have participated
(as listed in Table 3.8), including SAMBO and SAMBOdtf (for which we used
fPRA and dtfPRA respectively). Our work in this chapter, published as [14] before
OAEI 2009, is the first experimental study on the different uses of PRAs to align
ontologies.
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SAMBO
SAMBOdtf
RiMOM
ASMOV
Anchor-Flood
TaxoMap
AgreementMaker
CODI

2008
X
X
X
X
-

2009
X
X
X
X
-

2010
X
X
X

Table 3.8: Overview of participants of the OAEI Anatomy task #4 from 2008 to
2010.

As a participant in 2008, RiMOM [85] is an ontology alignment system utilizing several alignment strategies based on specific ontology information. The
selection and combination of these strategies are determined automatically based
on the estimation of three ontology feature factors. In its paper for OAEI [86], the
use of the PRA is not explained. However, based on the description in [85], it is
likely that the mappings in the PRA are used at the similarity propagation phase to
calculate structural similarities.
ASMOV [87] uses a set of matching strategies considering lexical description,
external structure, internal structure and individuals in the ontologies. Based on
the calculated similarities, the alignment result is extracted and refined iteratively
through a semantic verification process, where mappings causing semantic inferences unsupported by the ontologies are removed from the result. Having the PRA
as an optional input, ASMOV adopts a similar strategy as fPRA, by making the
mappings in the PRA supersede others during the alignment extraction phase.
With the focus on reducing the computational time, Anchor-Flood [88] starts
off with anchors, which are pairs of similar concepts already aligned. By collecting
the neighbors of these anchors in the concept taxonomy gradually, the algorithm
produces a segmented alignment between the corresponding neighbor concepts
across ontologies. Though the use of the PRA is not explained in [89], it is likely
that the mappings in the PRA are used as anchors according to the description in
[88].
TaxoMap [90] is an alignment tool performing oriented alignment, which takes
into account labels and sub-class descriptions in ontologies. It employs the PBM
[91] algorithm, allowing the use of some predefined equivalence mappings to partition the ontologies into pairs of mappable blocks (or modules). For the task #4
in Anatomy track, the mappings in the PRA are used as predefined mappings to
partition the ontologies [92], sharing a similar intuition with mgPRA.
AgreementMaker [93] is an iterative ontology alignment system capable of
executing, evaluating, comparing and combining multiple matching strategies. It
uses the PRA in two different ways, partitioning the ontologies into mappable parts
and filtering mappings which are considered incorrect regarding some structural
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constraints [94].
CODI [95] is a probabilistic-logical alignment system, based on the Markov
logic. It transforms the alignment problem to a maximum-a-posteriori optimization
problem, where the mappings in the PRA could be directly added and used for
retaining the good correspondences and excluding contradicting ones.
System in 2008
SAMBO
SAMBOdtf
ASMOV
RiMOM

∆-Precision
+0.024 0.636→0.660
+0.040 0.563→0.603
+0.063 0.339→0.402
+0.012 0.700→0.712

∆-Recall
−0.002 0.626→0.624
+0.008 0.622→0.630
−0.004 0.258→0.254
+0.000 0.370→0.370

∆-F-Measure
+0.011 0.631→0.642
+0.025 0.591→0.616
+0.019 0.293→0.312
+0.003 0.484→0.487

Table 3.9: Results in 2008 [80], including changes in precision, recall and Fmeasure based on comparing M1 \R p resp. M4 \R p with the unknown part of the
reference alignment R\R p . M1 and M4 are respectively the system alignment result
without and with using the PRA, while R p and R respectively represent the PRA
and RA.
System in 2009
SAMBOdtf2008
ASMOV
Anchor-Flood
TaxoMap
AgreementMaker

∆-Precision
+0.020 0.837→0.856
+0.034 0.759→0.792
+0.005 0.838→0.843
+0.019 0.878→0.897
+0.128 0.870→0.998

∆-Recall
+0.003 0.867→0.870
−0.018 0.808→0.790
+0.003 0.825→0.827
−0.026 0.732→0.706
−0.181 0.831→0.650

∆-F-Measure
+0.011 0.852→0.863
+0.009 0.782→0.791
+0.004 0.831→0.835
−0.008 0.798→0.790
−0.063 0.850→0.787

Table 3.10: Results in 2009 [12], including changes in precision, recall and Fmeasure based on comparing M1 ∪ R p resp. M4 ∪ R p against reference alignment
R. Note that the evaluation criteria are different from the previous year, while the
meanings of M1 , M4 , R p and R are the same as before.
Tables 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the official results of participating systems on
task #4 in the Anatomy track in OAEI 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively.7 As explained in the captions of the tables, there were some differences in the evaluation
criteria or the data across years. We can notice that almost all participating systems profit from the use of the PRA by an increased precision with respect to the
reference alignment. However, only SAMBOdtf, Anchor-Flood and CODI have an
increased recall.
Even though there is no other work specialized on the use of PRAs for the ontology alignment, we found that some existing ontology alignment systems allow
for the use of PRAs. This means that these algorithms use a set of mappings as input, although they may not always have been validated. Some systems make use of
7 Representing the SAMBOdtf result in 2008, SAMBOdtf
2008 is added in the results of 2009 and
2010 by the organizers of OAEI Anatomy track, as a reference of the best results measured in the last
years.
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System in 2010
AgreementMaker
ASMOV
CODI
SAMBOdtf2008

∆-Precision
+0.025 0.904→0.929
+0.029 0.808→0.837
−0.002 0.970→0.968
+0.021 0.837→0.856

∆-Recall
−0.025 0.876→0.851
−0.016 0.824→0.808
+0.030 0.716→0.746
+0.003 0.867→0.870

∆-F-Measure
−0.002 0.890→0.888
+0.006 0.816→0.822
+0.019 0.824→0.843
+0.011 0.852→0.863

Table 3.11: Results in 2010 [96], including changes in precision, recall and Fmeasure based on comparing M1 ∪ R p resp. M4 ∪ R p against reference alignment
R. The meanings of M1 , M4 , R p and R are the same as before. However, this
time, both the ontology files and the RA are slightly modified so as to get rid of
incoherence encountered in the last years.
anchors to partition large-scale ontologies into similar blocks before aligning (e.g.
Falcon-AO [97]), or propagating similarities along the structure of ontologies (e.g.
Anchor-PROMPT [98] and Similarity-Flooding [99]), where anchors are usually
a set of mappings generated by the basic linguistic matchers which could be imprecise. Some systems also generate and take advantage of anchors, but after the
user validation, to initialize similarities prior to the structural matching (e.g. Cupid
[100]), or refine the alignment results during an iterative alignment process (e.g.
S-Match [101] and SAMBO [13]). For these systems, the mappings in the PRAs
could be added to or used as the anchors to achieve better results. For algorithms
which recommend ontology alignment strategies, PRAs could also be used to setup
the training data for learning the weights of a matching scheme [102] or evaluating different alignment strategies [103]. However, as admitted by the organizers
of OAEI Anatomy track, depending on the characteristic of the ontologies and the
PRA, sometimes it is a challenging task to use the PRA in an appropriate way [12].

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated whether and how a PRA can be used in ontology alignment by experimenting with using a PRA in the different components
of ontology alignment systems. The use of PRA in preprocessing and filtering reduces the number of suggestions and in most cases leads to an improvement in
precision. In some cases also the recall improved. Filter with PRA should always
be used. For approaches using structural information the quality of the structure in
the underlying ontologies has a large impact. The matcher using linguistic patterns
in the PRA mappings can be used for finding new suggestions. The differences
between the results for the algorithms that use a PRA and the base systems are
relatively small. However, considering the nature of the test cases and the fact that
SAMBO and SAMBOdtf perform already well on their own, even small improvements are valuable. Also, for the large test case, due to the choice of the PRA all
newly found mappings are non-trivial.

Chapter 4

Debugging Missing is-a
Structure within Networked
Ontologies
In this chapter, we address the problem of missing structure, in particular missing
is-a relations, in networked ontologies, where the missing is-a relations are considered as a kind of modeling defects in ontologies. Assuming that ontologies are
networked by PRAs (i.e. all the mappings between the networked ontologies are
correct) and all the existing is-a relations in the ontologies are correct, we propose
an ontology debugging approach to detect and repair the missing is-a relations.

4.1 Introduction
As a basic language primitive in ontologies, the structural relations (is-a hierarchy)
have a significant meaning for the modeling of a domain. By organizing the loose
terms in the ontology into a taxonomy, the is-a structure not only explains the relationships between these terms, but also makes the meaning of terms more explicit
within the context. Therefore, many ontologies are built up as taxonomies, and the
structural information is widely used in semantically-enabled applications, such
as ontology-based search and annotation. The is-a structure is also an important
information in ontology engineering research. For instance, most current ontology alignment systems use structure-based strategies to find mappings between the
terms in different ontologies (e.g. overview in [10]) and the modeling defects in
the structure of the ontologies have an important influence on the quality of the
ontology alignment results [12].
However, as the ontologies grow in size, it is difficult to ensure the correctness
and completeness of the structure of the ontologies. Some structural relations may
be missing or some existing or derivable relations may be unintended. Detecting
and resolving these defects requires, in contrast to semantic defects, the use of do35
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main knowledge. One interesting kind of domain knowledge are the other ontologies and information about connections between these ontologies. For instance, in
the case of the Anatomy track in the 2008 and 2009 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) two ontologies, Adult Mouse Anatomy Dictionary (MA1 ,
2744 concepts) and the NCI Thesaurus anatomy (NCI-A2 , 3304 concepts), and a
PRA containing 988 mappings are given. Using one ontology and the mappings
as domain knowledge for the other ontology (and vice versa), it was shown in [14]
that at least 121 is-a relations in MA and 83 in NCI-A are missing and should be
repaired. This is not an uncommon case. It is well-known that people that are not
expert in knowledge representation often misuse and confuse equivalence, is-a and
part-of (e.g. [11]), which leads to problems in the structure of the ontologies.

Figure 4.1: A part of MA regarding the concept joint.
Once the missing is-a relations are found, the structure of the ontology can be
repaired by adding the missing is-a relations themselves, but this is not always the
most interesting solution for a domain expert. For instance, Figure 4.1 shows a
part of MA regarding the concept joint (is-a relations shown with arrows). Using
NCI-A and the PRA as domain knowledge, 7 missing is-a relations are found.
The ontology could be repaired by adding these missing is-a relations themselves.
However, for the missing is-a relation “wrist joint is-a joint”, knowing that there
is an is-a relation between wrist joint and limb joint, a domain expert will most
likely prefer to add the is-a relation “limb joint is-a joint” instead. This is correct
from a modeling perspective as well as more informative and would lead to the
fact that the missing is-a relation between wrist joint and joint can be derived. In
this particular case, using “limb joint is-a joint” would actually also lead to the
repairing of the other 6 missing is-a relations, as well as others that were not found
before (e.g. “hand joint is-a joint”). In general, such a decision should be made by
domain experts.
In this chapter, we deal with detecting and repairing the missing is-a structure
in ontologies in the context of domain knowledge represented by the ontology net1 http://www.informatics.jax.org/searches/AMA

form.shtml

2 http://www.cancer.gov/cancerinfo/terminologyresources/
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work. Assuming that the existing is-a relations in the ontologies are correct, as
well as the mappings in the PRAs, we use them as domain knowledge to detect
the missing is-a relations in these ontologies. Then, we develop algorithms to generate and recommend possible ways of repairing, which are relevant for domain
experts, as well as algorithms to rank missing is-a relations and execute the repairing. Based on these, we develop the system RepOSE (Repair of Ontological
Structure Environment), which allows a domain expert to debug the missing is-a
structure of ontologies in a semi-automatic way.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we present
the theory for our debugging approach. The overview of the whole process is given
in section 4.3. Section 4.4 introduces the algorithms for the detection process,
while section 4.5 explains the algorithms for the repairing process which involves
generating repairing actions, ranking missing is-a relations, recommending and executing repairing actions. Our system RepOSE and its use are described in section
4.6. Further, we discuss an experiment in section 4.7. Related work is presented in
section 4.8 and the chapter is summarized in section 4.9.

4.2 Theory
Our approach for debugging missing is-a relations in an ontology network contains
two parts, i.e. detecting and repairing. The former deals with the identification of
the missing is-a relations in the networked ontologies, while the latter deals with
repairing the structure of the ontologies.

4.2.1 Preliminaries
The setting that we study is the case where the ontologies are defined using named
concepts and subsumption axioms. Most ontologies contain this case and many of
the most well-known and used ontologies, e.g. in the life sciences, are covered by
this setting.
Definition 4.2.1. An ontology O is represented by a tuple (C, I) with C its set of
named concepts and I ⊆ C × C a representation of its is-a structure.
A PRA between two ontologies contains a set of correct mappings between the
concepts of different ontologies.
Definition 4.2.2. Let Oi and O j be two ontologies, a Partial Reference Alignment
(PRA) between Oi and O j is a set of correct mappings such that each mapping is a
3-tuple (ci , c j , r), where ci is a concept in Oi , c j is a concept in O j , and r specifies
the semantic relation between ci and c j .
We assume that concepts can participate in multiple mappings. Further, for
a PRA between Oi and O j , there is a corresponding PRA between O j and Oi ,
such that there is a mapping (ci , c j , r) in the former iff there is a corresponding
mapping (c j , ci , r-1 ) in the latter, where r-1 denotes the inverse relation of r. For the
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semantic relation r, we currently consider equivalent (≡), subsumed-by (→) and
subsumes (←), whose inverse relations are equivalent, subsumes and subsumed-by
respectively. In this way, a PRA could be represented by a set of is-a relations (or
subsumption axioms).
Definition 4.2.3. The representation for a PRA between Oi and O j , denoted by
Pi j , is a set of pairs representing is-a relations, such that for each mapping in
the PRA: (ci , c j , →) is represented by (ci , c j ) in Pi j ; (ci , c j , ←) is represented by
(c j , ci ); and (ci , c j , ≡) is represented by both (ci , c j ) and (c j , ci ).
An ontology network is defined as follows.
Definition 4.2.4. An ontology network N is a tuple (O, P) with O = {Ok }nk=1 the
set of the ontologies in the network (called the networked ontologies) and P =
{Pi j }ni, j=1;i< j the set of representations for the PRAs between these ontologies.
The domain knowledge of an ontology network is represented by the induced
ontology defined below.
Definition 4.2.5. Given an ontology network N = (O, P) where O = {Ok }nk=1 and
P = {Pi j }ni, j=1;i< j and for every k, Ok = (Ck , Ik ), the induced ontology ON for N is
an ontology ON = (CN , IN ) such that CN = ∪nk=1 Ck and IN = ∪nk=1 Ik ∪∪ni, j=1;i< j Pi j .
This definition states that, the induced ontology for an ontology network is an
ontology, whose concepts are the concepts of the ontologies in the network, and its
is-a relations are the is-a relations of the ontologies together with the is-a relations
representing the mappings of the PRAs in the network.

4.2.2 Theory for detecting
Given an ontology network, assuming that all existing is-a relations in the ontologies are correct, we use the domain knowledge of the ontology network to detect
the missing is-a relations in these networked ontologies. For each ontology in the
network, the set of missing is-a relations derivable from the ontology network consists of is-a relations between two concepts of the ontology, which can be inferred
using logical derivation from the induced ontology of the network, but not from
the networked ontology alone.
Definition 4.2.6. Given an ontology network N = (O, P) and an ontology Ok =
(Ck , Ik ) ∈ O, the set of missing is-a relations for the networked ontology Ok derivable from the ontology network N, denoted by Mk , is the set of is-a relations such
that Mk = {(a, b) ∈ Ck × Ck | ON |= a → b ∧ Ok ̸|= a → b}.
Definition 4.2.7. Given an ontology network N = (O, P) where O = {Ok }nk=1 , the
set of missing is-a relations for the networked ontologies O derivable from the
ontology network N, denoted by MN , is the set of is-a relations such that MN =
∪nk=1 Mk .
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As an example, consider the ontology network in Figure 4.2. It contains two ontologies with their is-a hierarchies (marked by the solid arrows), which are related
via 3 mappings with equivalence relations (marked by the dashed lines). According to the definition above, there are two missing is-a relations derivable from the
network, (ankle joint1 , joint1 ) in ontology 1 and (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 ) in ontology 2 (marked by the dashed arrows). Domain experts may argue that some is-a
relations, such as (knee joint1 , joint1 ) and (hip joint2 , limb joint2 ), are also missing is-a relations. However, these cannot be found using logical derivation within
the network and are thus not missing is-a relations derivable from the network as
defined in Definition 4.2.6 and 4.2.7.

Figure 4.2: An example ontology network.
From now on, in this chapter, whenever missing is-a relations are mentioned,
we mean the missing is-a relations derivable from the network.

4.2.3 Theory for repairing
Our goal for repairing is to repair the original ontologies by adding a set of is-a
relations, called a structural repair, to each ontology such that the missing isa relations can be derived from the ontology extended with the newly-added isa relations. Therefore, the structural repair only contains is-a relations between
concepts within the same ontology.
Definition 4.2.8. Let Mk be the set of missing is-a relations for an ontology Ok =
(Ck , Ik ) in an ontology network N. A structural repair for the networked ontology
Ok with respect to Mk , denoted by Rk , is a set of is-a relations such that Rk ⊆
Ck × Ck and for each missing is-a relation (a, b) ∈ Mk , (Ck , Ik ∪ Rk ) |= a → b.
The elements in a structural repair are called repairing actions. Accordingly,
we have the definition of a structural repair for the networked ontologies.
Definition 4.2.9. Let MN = ∪nk=1 Mk be the set of missing is-a relations for an
ontology network N = (O, P) where O = {Ok }nk=1 and Mk the set of missing is-a
relations for Ok derivable from N. A structural repair for the networked ontologies O with respect to MN , denoted by RN , is a set of is-a relations such that
RN = ∪nk=1 Rk , where Rk is a structural repair for Ok with respect to Mk .
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An immediate consequence of the definition is that, for the networked ontologies, the set of missing is-a relations is in itself a structural repair. Another consequence is that adding is-a relations between concepts of any single ontology in
the network to a structural repair for the networked ontologies also constitutes a
structural repair.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, not all structural repairs are equally useful or
interesting for a domain expert. Therefore, we define three preference relations
between structural repairs for the networked ontologies.
The first preference relation prefers structural repairs which do not contain noncontributing is-a relations for repairing. For example, in the case of Figure 4.2, the
structural repair {(ankle joint1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )} is preferred
to {(ankle joint1 , joint1 ), (knee joint1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )}, since
the repairing action (knee joint1 , joint1 ) is non-contributing for repairing the missing is-a relations.
Definition 4.2.10. Given an ontology network N = (O, P), let RN and R′N be structural repairs for the networked ontologies O with respect to MN , then RN is axiompreferred to R′N (notation RN ≪A R′N ) iff RN ⊆ R′N .
The set of missing is-a relations is not always the most interesting structural
repair for the domain expert. For instance, in the case of Figure 4.2, the structural repair {(limb joint1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )} is, for a domain
expert, a more preferred way to repair the ontologies than the structural repair
{(ankle joint1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )} which only contains the missing is-a relations. The former also repairs the ontologies, is correct according to
the domain and is more informative. By using more informative repairing actions,
we are able to add more (and sometimes previously unknown) knowledge to our
ontology. For instance, by introducing limb joint1 → joint1 , we have also introduced the correct facts ankle joint1 → joint1 (the missing is-a relation) as well
as knee joint1 → joint1 (which was also missing, but could not be derived from
the network). Our second preference relation prefers to use as informative is-a
relations as possible for repairing.
Definition 4.2.11. Let (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) be two different repairing actions for
the same ontology O (i.e. x1 ̸≡ x2 or y1 ̸≡ y2 ), then we say that (x1 , y1 ) is more
informative than (x2 , y2 ) iff O |= x2 → x1 ∧ y1 → y2 .
Definition 4.2.12. Given an ontology network N = (O, P), let RN and R′N be structural repairs for the networked ontologies O with respect to MN . Then RN is
information-preferred to R′N (notation RN ≪I R′N ) iff ∃ (x1 , y1 ) ∈ RN , (x2 , y2 ) ∈
R′N : (x1 , y1 ) is more informative than (x2 , y2 ).
Further, some structural repairs may introduce equivalence relations between
concepts in some ontology which are only connected by an is-a relation in the
original ontology. For example, in the case of Figure 4.2, the structural repair
{(bone1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )} will change the original is-a relation
( joint1 , bone1 ) in ontology 1 into an equivalence relation. Although such a structural repair may result in a consistent ontology, this is usually not desired from
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a modeling perspective. The third preference relation prefers not to change is-a
relations in an original ontology into equivalence relations.
Definition 4.2.13. Given an ontology network N = (O, P), let RN = ∪nk=1 Rk and
R′N = ∪nk=1 R′k be structural repairs for the networked ontologies O = {Ok }nk=1
with respect to MN , where for every k, Ok = (Ck , Ik ). Then RN is strict-hierarchypreferred to R′N (notation RN ≪SH R′N ) iff ∃Oi ∈ O and (a, b) ∈ Ii : Oi ̸|= a ≡ b
and (Ci , Ii ∪ Ri ) ̸|= a ≡ b and (Ci , Ii ∪ R′i ) |= a ≡ b.
We note that, according to our definitions, it is possible that one structural repair
is preferred to a second structural repair, while at the same time the second structural repair is preferred to the first one. For example, in the case of Figure 4.2, let R1
be the structural repair {(limb joint1 , joint1 ), (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 )} and R2
be the structural repair {(ankle joint1 , joint1 ), (hinderlimb joint2 , limb joint2 )}.
Then R1 ≪I R2 and R2 ≪I R1 . The first preference is based on the fact that
(limb joint1 , joint1 ) is more informative than (ankle joint1 , joint1 ), while the second preference is based on the fact that (hinderlimb joint2 , limb joint2 ) is more
informative than (ankle joint2 , limb joint2 ). In this case it is, however, possible to
find a third structural repair, e.g. {(limb joint1 , joint1 ), (hinderlimb joint2 , limbjoint2 )}, that is strictly more information-preferred than both.
In general, we would want structural repairs that are maximally preferred.
Definition 4.2.14. Given an ontology network N = (O, P), a structural repair RN
for the networked ontologies O with respect to MN , is maximally preferred with
respect to the preference relation ≪ iff for all structural repairs R′N for O with
respect to MN it holds that if R′N ≪ RN then RN ≪ R′N .

4.3 Overview of the approach
In this section, we give an overview of our debugging approach. As illustrated in
Figure 4.3, the process consists of 5 phases and is driven by a domain expert. The
input is a set of ontologies networked by a set of PRAs.
The user starts with detecting missing is-a relations for all the networked ontologies (Phase 1).The algorithm for detecting missing is-a relations is described
in Section 4.4.
A naive way of repairing would be to compute all possible structural repairs
for the networked ontologies. This is in practice infeasible as it involves all the
ontologies and all the missing is-a relations in the network. It is also hard for domain experts to choose between structural repairs containing large sets of repairing
actions for all the ontologies. Therefore, in our approach, we repair ontologies one
at a time. After one ontology is chosen for repairing, we generate a set of possible
repairing actions for each missing is-a relation in the chosen ontology (Phase 2)
so that the user can repair the missing is-a relations one by one. The algorithm for
generating possible repairing actions takes into account the preferences defined in
section 4.2.3. In general, there will be many missing is-a relations that need to be
repaired and some of them may be easier to start with such as the ones with fewer
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Figure 4.3: Approach for debugging missing is-a structure in networked ontologies.
repairing actions. We therefore rank them with respect to the number of possible
repairing actions (Phase 3).
After this, the user can select a missing is-a relation to repair and choose between possible repairing actions. To facilitate this process, we developed a method
to recommend the most informative repairing actions based on domain knowledge
(Phase 4). Once the user chooses a repairing action to execute, the chosen repairing action is then added to the ontology and the consequences are computed (Phase
5). Some missing is-a relations may be repaired by the executed repairing action.
Some missing is-a relations may have their repairing actions changed. Further,
some new missing is-a relations may be found.
At any time during the process, the user can switch the ontology to repair or
start earlier phases.

4.4 Detecting the missing is-a relations in networked
ontologies
The missing is-a relations derivable from the network could be found by checking
the is-a relations between all concepts in every single ontology. If an is-a relation is
not derivable from the ontology but derivable from the network, it is a missing is-a
relation. However, some of these missing is-a relations are redundant in the sense
that they can be repaired by the repairing of other missing is-a relations. It can be
shown that only the missing is-a relations whose concepts appear in the mappings
of the PRAs are necessary for repairing. (As a shorthand, we call the concepts
appearing in the mappings of the PRAs PRA concepts.)
Proposition 4.4.1. For each missing is-a relation in the network, there must exist
a missing is-a relation whose concepts are PRA concepts, such that the repairing
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of the latter also repairs the former.
Proof. Suppose in an ontology network N as defined in definition 4.2.4, there is a
missing is-a relation (a, b) in an ontology O. According to the definition 4.2.6, the
relation a → b is not derivable from O but derivable from the ontology network.
So, there must exist at least one concept from another ontology in the network, for
instance z, such that ON |= a → z → b. Because concepts a and z reside in different
ontologies, the relation a → z must be supported by a mapping between a concept
in O and a concept in another ontology in the network, for instance x → x′ (or
x ≡ x′ ), satisfying ON |= a → x → x′ → z, where x is a PRA concept in ontology
O. Likewise, for concepts z and b, the relation z → b must also be supported by a
mapping between a concept in O and a concept in another ontology in the network,
for instance y′ → y (or y′ ≡ y), satisfying ON |= z → y′ → y → b, where y is a
PRA concept in ontology O. We can then deduce that x → y is derivable from the
ontology network because ON |= a → x → x′ → z → y′ → y → b. Since a → b is
not inferrable from O, the relation x → y can not be inferred from O either. This
means that (x, y) is also a missing is-a relation in the network, and the repairing of
missing is-a relation (x, y) also repairs (a, b).
Based on proposition 4.4.1, repairing the missing is-a relations between PRA
concepts also repairs all other missing is-a relations derivable from the ontology
network. Therefore, our algorithm in Figure 4.4 considers only missing is-a relations between PRA concepts.

Input
The ontology network N = (O, P), the induced ontology ON ,
the set of is-a relations to check M⋆N .
Output
Missing is-a relations MN , the updated set of is-a relations to check M⋆N .
Algorithm
For each ontology O ∈ O where O = (C, I):
For every (a, b) ∈ M⋆N and a, b ∈ C:
If O |= a → b then remove (a, b) from M⋆N ;
If O ̸|= a → b and ON |= a → b then:
Add (a, b) as a missing is-a relation to MN ;
Remove (a, b) from M⋆N .
Figure 4.4: Algorithm for detecting missing is-a relations.
In the algorithm in Figure 4.4, the global variable M⋆N represents the set of
is-relations which we need to check to find missing is-a relations in the network.
Before the algorithm is run for the first time, M⋆N is initialized to be the set of pairs
(a, b) where a and b are PRA concepts in the same ontology. For each element
(a, b) in M⋆N we then check whether a → b can be derived in the ontology to which
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a and b belong. If so, then this is not a missing is-a relation and (a, b) is removed
from M⋆N . Otherwise, we check whether a → b can be derived from the network.
If so, then it is a missing is-a relation and we add (a, b) to MN , representing the set
of missing is-a relations, and remove it from M⋆N . Otherwise, a → b can neither be
derived from the ontology nor from the network. It then remains in M⋆N as it may
become derivable later when we have repaired part of the network. As all pairs
of PRA concepts are checked, our algorithm ensures that all missing is-a relations
between PRA concepts that can be derived from the current network will be found.
After the missing is-a relations are found, they will be repaired in later phases
of the debugging process and this will bring changes to the is-a structures of the
repaired ontologies and the induced ontology. Therefore, it is possible that some
new is-a relations become derivable from the network and thus generate new missing is-a relations. For example, in the case of Figure 4.2, suppose we repair
(ankle joint1 , joint1 ) by adding the is-a relation (limb joint1 , joint1 ) in ontology
1. Then, when re-running the detection algorithm, we find a new missing is-a relation (limb joint2 , joint2 ), since (limb joint2 , joint2 ) has now become inferrable
from the induced ontology and it is still not inferrable from ontology 2. Therefore,
after executing repairing actions, we need to re-run the detection algorithm to find
new missing is-a relations. As we do not change the mappings between the ontologies when repairing, the set of PRA concepts does not change. Therefore, there
are no additions to M⋆N and the initial value of M⋆N when re-running the detection
algorithm is the same as the final value of M⋆N in the previous run.

4.5 Repairing the missing is-a relations in networked
ontologies
As explained in Section 4.3, our approach deals with the networked ontologies one
at a time. For the ontology under repair, possible repairing actions are generated
for all its missing is-a relations. After ranking these missing is-a relations, the
user can select a missing is-a relation to repair, and we provide an algorithm that
recommends repairing actions. Further, we developed an algorithm that, upon the
repairing of a missing is-a relation, detects for which missing is-a relations the set
of repairing actions needs to be updated, and updates these.

4.5.1 Generating repairing actions
Basic algorithm
In our basic algorithm (see Figure 4.5), when generating repairing actions for a
missing is-a relation, we take into consideration that all missing is-a relations will
be repaired (least informative repairing action), but we do not take into account the
consequences of the actual (possibly more informative) repairing actions that will
be performed for other missing is-a relations.
In this algorithm, we store the ontology in a knowledge base and add the missing is-a relations. As we know that these missing is-a relations are derivable from
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Input
The ontology under repair O, its set of missing is-a relations M.
Output
Repairing actions.
Algorithm
1. Initialize KB with ontology;
2. For every missing is-a relation (a, b) ∈ M: add the axiom a → b to the KB;
3. For each (a, b) ∈ M:
Source(a, b) := super-concepts(a) − super-concepts(b);
Target(a, b) := sub-concepts(b) − sub-concepts(a);
4. Missing is-a relation (a, b) can be repaired by choosing an element from
Source(a, b) × Target(a, b).
Figure 4.5: The basic algorithm for generating repairing actions.
the network, adding them will introduce the desired connections. It guarantees that,
for the ontology under repair, all inferrable is-a relations between its concepts in the
network will also become inferrable from the ontology. Essentially, this conforms
to a structural repair containing the least informative repairing actions for each of
the missing is-a relations in the ontology. Then, for each missing is-a relation, we
generate its possible repairing actions by computing two sets of concepts, called
Source and Target sets. A possible repairing action regarding missing is-a relation
(a, b) is an is-a relation (s,t) where s is an element from its Source set and t is an
element from its Target set. The computation of Source and Target sets ensures
that we only compute repairing actions that contribute to repairing the missing is-a
relation (a, b) (preference ≪A in definition 4.2.10), and every possible repairing
action (s,t) satisfies a → s and t → b (preference ≪I in definition 4.2.12). At the
same time, it is guaranteed that repairing action (a,t) or (s, b) will not introduce
new equivalence relations, where in the source ontology we have only is-a relations
(preference ≪SH in definition 4.2.13).

Figure 4.6: Example 1.
As an example, consider the case presented in Figure 4.6, where O = (C, I) is an
ontology with concepts C = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and is-a relations (shown in full lines
in Figure 4.6) I = {(7, 5), (7, 6), (5, 3), (2, 1), (6, 4), (4, 1)}. (I represents the is-a
hierarchy and thus also all is-a relations derived from the elements in I.) The set of
missing is-a relations (shown in dashed lines in Figure 4.6) is M = {(5, 4), (3, 2)}.
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The algorithm then generates the following Source and Target sets.
Source(5, 4) = {5, 3, 2, 1, 4} − {4, 1} = {5, 3, 2}
Target(5, 4) = {4, 6, 7, 5} − {5, 7} = {4, 6}
Source(3, 2) = {3, 2, 1} − {2, 1} = {3}
Target(3, 2) = {2, 3, 5, 7} − {3, 5, 7} = {2}
For missing is-a relation (3, 2) the only generated repairing action is (3, 2). For
missing is-a relation (5, 4) any of the repairing actions (5, 4), (5, 6), (3, 4), (3, 6),
(2, 4), (2, 6) together with (any of) the generated repairing action(s) for (3, 2) leads
to the derivation of the missing is-a relation (5, 4) in the extended ontology. The
example also shows the importance of initially adding the missing is-a relations to
the knowledge base. The possible repairing action (2, 4) for missing is-a relation
(5, 4) would not be generated when we do not take into account that missing is-a
relation (3, 2) will be repaired.3 Further, the example also shows that we do not
introduce repairing actions that would turn is-a relations in the original ontology
into equivalence relations. For instance, adding (1, 4) would lead to the fact that
missing is-a relation (5, 4) would be derivable in the extended ontology, but also
leads to making 1 and 4 equivalent.
Input
The ontology under repair O, its set of missing is-a relations M.
Output
Repairing actions.
Algorithm
1. Initialize KB with ontology ;
2. For every missing is-a relation (a, b) ∈ M:
Create two new concepts x and y in the KB;
Add the axioms a → x, x → y, y → b to the KB;
3. For each (a, b) ∈ M:
Source-ext(a, b) := super-concepts(a) − super-concepts(x);
Target-ext(a, b) := sub-concepts(b) − sub-concepts(y);
4. Missing is-a relation (a, b) can be repaired by choosing an original ontology element
from Source-ext(a, b) and an original ontology element from Target-ext(a, b).

Figure 4.7: The extended algorithm for generating repairing actions.

Extended algorithm
Our extended algorithm (see Figure 4.7) for finding repairing actions for a particular missing is-a relation takes into account influences of other missing is-a relations
that are valid for all possible choices for repairing actions for the other missing isa relations. Before computing the Source and Target sets, we introduce two new
3 So this means that repairing one is-a relation may influence the repairing actions for other missing
is-a relations. However, when generating repairing actions in the algorithm in Figure 4.5 the only
influence that is taken into consideration is the fact that missing is-a relations are or will be repaired
(least informative repairing action), but not the actual (possibly more informative) repairing actions that
will be performed.
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concepts x and y for each missing is-a relation (a, b) in the knowledge base as well
as the axioms a → x, x → y, y → b. (x, y) satisfies the requirements that each possible repairing action for (a, b) should satisfy. As they are new concepts in the
knowledge base, the properties and relations of x, respectively y, to other concepts
in the knowledge base represent the properties and relations that are common to
the Source concepts, respectively Target concepts, of the possible repairing actions
for (a, b). The Source and Target sets are now computed relative to the x and y.
Consider the case presented in Figure 4.8, where O = (C, I) is an ontology with
concepts C = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} and is-a relations (shown in full lines in
Figure 4.8) I = {(7, 6), (6, 5), (5, 2), (2, 1), (7, 4), (10, 4), (10, 9), (9, 8), (8, 3), (3, 1),
(4, 1)}. (As before, I represents the is-a hierarchy and thus also all is-a relations
derived from the elements in I.) The set of missing is-a relations (shown in dashed
lines in Figure 4.8) is M = {(5, 4), (8, 4)}.

Figure 4.8: Example 2.
The basic algorithm in Figure 4.5 generates the following Source and Target
sets.
Source(5, 4) = {5, 4, 1, 2} − {4, 1} = {5, 2}
Target(5, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 5, 6, 7} − {5, 6, 7} = {4, 8, 9, 10}
Source(8, 4) = {8, 4, 1, 3} − {4, 1} = {8, 3}
Target(8, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 5, 6, 7} − {8, 9, 10} = {4, 5, 6, 7}
The extended algorithm in Figure 4.7 adds the concepts x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 and the is-a
relations 5 → x1 , x1 → y1 , y1 → 4, 8 → x2 , x2 → y2 and y2 → 4 (shown in dotted
lines in Figure 4.8) in the knowledge base. It then generates the following Source
and Target sets.
Source-ext(5, 4) = {5, 4, 1, 2, x1 , y1 } − {4, 1, x1 , y1 } = {5, 2}
Target-ext(5, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 5, 6, 7, x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 } − {5, 6, 7, x1 , y1 }
= {4, 8, 9, 10, x2 , y2 }
Source-ext(8, 4) = {8, 4, 1, 3, x2 , y2 } − {4, 1, x2 , y2 } = {8, 3}
Target-ext(8, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 5, 6, 7, x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 } − {8, 9, 10, x2 , y2 }
= {4, 5, 6, 7, x1 , y1 }
The sets generated by the extended algorithm indicate that there is an influence
between the two missing is-a relations. Indeed, when a choice is made for repairing the first missing is-a relation, we have essentially added equivalence relations
between x1 , respectively y1 , and concepts in the ontology. The appearance of x1
and y1 in the Target-ext set for the second missing is-a relation indicates that the
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concept chosen to be equivalent to x1 (and all concepts between this concept and
5) are now also candidates for the Target-ext for the second missing is-a relation.
For example, when choosing (2, 4) as a repairing action for missing is-a relation
(5, 4) then (3, 2) is a possible repairing action for missing is-a relation (8, 4).
Similarly to the basic algorithm, the proposed repairing actions for a missing
is-a relation (a, b) all lead to the derivation of (a, b) in the extended ontology. In
general, a user may repair the ontology by choosing for each missing is-a relation (a, b) an element from Source-ext(a, b) and an element from Target-ext(a, b).
However, as the algorithm only takes into account influences that are common to
all possible choices for repairing actions, a user may want to repair one missing
is-a relation and recompute repairing actions for the other missing is-a relations.

4.5.2 Ranking repairing actions
In general, there may be many missing is-a relations that need to be repaired. Although it is possible to repair the missing is-a relations in any order, it may be easier
for the user to start with the ones where there are the fewest choices. Therefore,
our ranking algorithm ranks the missing is-a relations according to the number of
their possible repairing actions. For a missing is-a relation, it is calculated as the
product of the Source set size and Target set size in case of the basic algorithm. For
the extended algorithm, it is calculated in the same manner but without counting
the extra-added new concepts.

4.5.3 Recommending repairing actions
For a missing is-a relation under repair, there may be too many possible repairing
actions to choose from. Therefore, we developed an algorithm to recommend the
most informative repairing actions based on some external domain knowledge. We
assume that there is domain knowledge which we can query regarding subsumption between concepts. There are several such sources such as general thesauri
(e.g. WordNet) or specialized domain-specific sources (e.g. the Unified Medical
Language System).
In our algorithm (see Figure 4.9) we generate recommended repairing actions
for a missing is-a relation starting from the Source and Target sets generated by the
algorithm in Figure 4.54 . The algorithm selects the most informative repairing actions that are supported by evidence in the domain knowledge. The variable visited
keeps track of already processed repairing actions. The variable recommended
stores recommended repairing actions at each step and its final value is returned as
output. It is initialized with the repairing action from the missing is-a relation itself.
This is the least informative repairing action which is ensured to be correct. Steps
3 and 4 compute the set Xe of maximal elements with respect to the is-a relation in
the Source set and the set Ye of minimal elements with respect to the is-a relation in
the Target set. The elements from Xe ×Ye are then the most informative repairing
4 We have also extended the algorithm in Figure 4.9 to deal with Source-ext and Target-ext sets
derived by the algorithm in Figure 4.7.
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Input:
The ontology O and the missing is-a relation (a, b) under repair,
Source(a, b) and Target(a, b) computed by the basic algorithm.
Output
Recommended repairing actions.
Algorithm
Global Variable visited: stores already processed repairing actions.
Global Variable recommended: stores recommended repairing actions.
1. Set visited = {(a, b)};
2. Set recommended = {(a, b)}; ∧
3. Set Xe = {xe : xe ∈ Source(a, b)∧ ∀x ∈ Source(a, b): if xe → x then x = xe };
4. Set Ye = {ye : ye ∈ Target(a, b) ∀ y ∈ Target(a, b): if y → ye then y = ye };
5. For each pair (xe , ye ) ∈ Xe ×Ye : call FindRec (xe , ye );
6. Return recommended;
Function FindRec(concept x, concept y)
i. If (x, y) ∈ visited then return;
ii. Add (x, y) to visited;
iii. If ∃ (xr , yr ) ∈ recommended: x → xr ∧ yr → y then return;
iv. If x is a sub-concept of y according to the domain knowledge, then
Remove all (xr , yr ) from recommended for which xr → x and y → yr ;
Add (x, y) to recommended;
else
Let Ysup be the set of direct super-concepts of y;
For each ys ∈ Ysup ∩ Target(a, b): call FindRec (x, ys );
Let Xsub be the set of direct sub-concepts of x;
For each xs ∈ Xsub ∩ Source(a, b): call FindRec (xs , y);

Figure 4.9: Algorithm for recommending repairing actions.
actions. For each of these elements (x, y) we check whether there is support in the
domain knowledge in step 5. Steps i and ii in the function FindRec do bookkeeping regarding the already processed repairing actions. Step iii assures that we do
not recommend is-a relations that are less informative than others already recommended. In step iv we check whether there is support in the domain knowledge for
the repairing action. If so, then the repairing action is recommended and all less
informative repairing actions are removed from the recommendation set. If not,
then we check whether there is support in the domain knowledge for the repairing
actions that are less informative than (x, y). Among these we start with the most
informative repairing actions.

4.5.4 Executing repairing actions
When a user has chosen and executed a repairing action for a particular missing
is-a relation, it may influence the set of possible repairing actions for other missing
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is-a relations. Therefore, the repairing actions for the other missing is-a relations
need to be recomputed based on the ontology extended with the chosen repairing
action.

Figure 4.10: Example 2 - update.
For instance, Figure 4.10 shows the new situation when choosing the repairing
action (2, 9) (shown in thick line) for missing is-a relation (5, 4) in the example in
Figure 4.8. In this case the Source and Target sets become the following for the
basic algorithm:
Source(8, 4) = {8, 4, 1, 3} − {4, 1} = {8, 3}
Target(8, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 2, 5, 6, 7} − {8, 9, 10, 2, 5, 6, 7} = {4}
and the following for the extended algorithm:
Source-ext(8, 4) = {8, 4, 1, 3, x2 , y2 } − {4, 1, x2 , y2 } = {8, 3}
Target-ext(8, 4) = {4, 8, 9, 10, 2, 5, 6, 7, x2 , y2 }−{8, 9, 10, 2, 5, 6, 7, x2 , y2 } = {4}
When we compare the computed repairing actions after the choice of (2, 9) for repairing (5, 4) with the repairing actions computed before the choice (see section
4.5.1), we note that the repairing actions that introduce equivalence relations (e.g.
(8, 6)) are removed after the choice of (2, 9) (preference ≪SH in definition 4.2.13).
However, before (2, 9) is chosen these repairing actions do not necessarily introduce equivalence relations. For instance, we could have repaired (8, 4) first using
one of these repairing actions, and afterwards repaired (5, 4).
For small ontologies, computing the repairing actions does not take much time
and the approach is feasible in a real setting. For large ontologies the computation
time may not be small enough to guarantee immediate updates in an implemented
tool for repairing. Therefore, in the algorithm5 in Figure 4.11 we introduced a way
to keep track of the influences between different missing is-a relations. The missing
is-a relations for which the Source or Target sets can change are the missing is-a
relations for which at least one of the concepts is a sub-concept or super-concept of
at least one of the concepts in the chosen repairing action for the repaired missing
is-a relation. We only update the Source and Target sets for these missing is-a
relations. In addition, we also remove the other missing is-a relations that have
been repaired by the current repairing action.
5 Like the algorithm in Figure 4.9, this algorithm is applicable for cases using the basic algorithm.
We also have a version with similar strategy for when we use the extended algorithm.
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Input
The ontology under repair O, the repaired missing is-a relation (ar , br ), the repairing
action (xr , yr ) taken for (ar , br ), the set of non-repaired missing relations Mr .
Output
Updated Source and Target sets.
Algorithm
1. Add (xr , yr ) to the KB;
2. For each missing is-a relation (a, b) ∈ Mr :
If a → xr then recompute super-concepts(a);
If b → xr then recompute super-concepts(b);
If a → xr or b → xr then Source(a, b) := super-concepts(a) − super-concepts(b);
If yr → a then recompute sub-concepts(a);
If yr → b then recompute sub-concepts(b);
If yr → a or yr → b then Target(a, b) := sub-concepts(b) − sub-concepts(a);

Figure 4.11: Algorithm for updating Source and Target sets.

4.6 Implemented System
We implemented a system RepOSE (Repair of Ontological Structure Environment)
in Java based on our approach described in the previous section. We use a framework and reasoner provided by Jena6 (version 2.5.7). Here, we show its use using
pieces of MA and NCI-A regarding the concept joint, as well as a PRA with 8
equivalence mappings.
As input our system takes a set of ontologies in OWL format as well as a set
of PRAs in RDF format. The ontologies and PRAs can be imported using the
Load Ontologies and PRAs button. The user can see the list of ontologies in the
Ontologies menu (see Figure 4.12). Once the Detect Missing IS-A Relations button
is clicked, missing is-a relations are detected in all ontologies. Then, the user
can select an ontology to repair, and the Missing IS-A Relations menu shows the
missing is-a relations of the currently selected ontology. In this case the ontology
joint mouse anatomy.owl is selected and it contains 7 missing is-a relations (same
as the case in Figure 1).
Clicking on the Generate Repairing Actions button, results in the computation of repairing actions for the missing is-a relations of the ontology under repair,
which is preceded by a two-stage preprocessing step. During the preprocessing,
one stage is to identify the missing is-a relations which are actually equivalence relations and repair them by adding the equivalence relations. The other is to identify
and remove the redundant missing is-a relations which are derivable from the ontology extended with other missing is-a relations. Then, repairing actions for each
missing is-a relation are computed and presented as Source and Target sets. The selection of the useExtendedAlg checkbox makes the computation use our extended
algorithm, otherwise our basic algorithm is used.
Once the Source and Target sets are computed, the missing is-a relations are
6 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 4.12: User interface of RepOSE.
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ranked with respect to the number of possible repairing actions. The first missing
is-a relation in the list has the fewest possible repairing actions, and may therefore
be a good starting point. When the user chooses a missing is-a relation, the Source
and Target sets for the repairing actions are shown in the panels on the left and the
right, respectively (as shown in Figure 4.12). Both these panels have zoom control
and could be opened in a separate window by double clicking. The concepts in the
missing is-a relation are highlighted in red. In this case, the repairing actions of
the missing is-a relations are generated using the basic algorithm. The selection of
the missing is-a relation “wrist joint is-a joint” displays its Source and Target sets
in the panels. They contain 3 and 26 concepts respectively.
For the selected missing is-a relation, the user can also ask for recommended
repairing actions by clicking the Recommend Repairing Actions button. For the
query of domain knowledge, we currently implemented two methods. The first
method is based on WordNet, making use of the WordNet senses and hypernym
relations to verify the subsumption relation between concepts. The second one is
based on UMLS Knowledge Source Server, checking whether one concept is defined as an ancestor of another in UMLS Metathesaurus. On the interface, the two
checkboxes allow the user to specify the external domain knowledge used for generating recommendations. In our case, the system uses WordNet and recommends
to add an is-a relation between limb joint and joint. In general, the system presents
a list of recommendations. By selecting an element in the list, the concepts in the
recommended repairing action are identified by round boxes in the panels. The
user can repair the missing is-a relation by selecting a concept in the Source panel
and a concept in the Target panel and clicking on the Repair button. The repairing
action is then added to the ontology, and other missing is-a relations are updated,
as well as the set of missing is-a relations of every ontology in the network.
At all times during the process the user can inspect the ontology under repair
by clicking the Show Ontology button. The is-a structure of the repaired ontology
will be shown in a separate window with newly added is-a relations being highlighted. The user can save the repaired ontology into an OWL file by clicking the
Save button, or select another ontology to repair. At all times the user can also
switch to another ontology in the network. The whole debugging process runs
semi-automatically until no more missing is-a relations are found or unrepaired in
the network.

4.7 Experiment
In this section, we present an experiment using our debugging approach, where
we debug a network consisting of the two ontologies and the PRA from the 2008
Anatomy track in OAEI. As described before, the two ontologies, MA and NCI-A
contain 2744 and 3304 concepts respectively, while the PRA between them contains 988 equivalence mappings. The experiment was performed on an AMD Dual
Core Processor 2.90GHZ desktop machine with 4 GB DDR2 memory under Windows Vista Business operating system (SP2) and Java 1.6 compiler.
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4.7.1 Detecting missing is-a relations for the first time
After loading the two ontologies and the PRA, the running time of our detection
algorithm is about 2 minutes. As a result, we found 199 missing is-a relations in
MA and 167 in NCI-A. As discussed before, all these missing is-a relations are
between PRA concepts. A further check shows that 6 missing is-a relations in MA
and 3 in NCI-A are actually equivalence relations, and 78 in MA and 84 in NCIA are redundant. When all these missing is-a relations are preprocessed before
generating repairing actions, we have 115 missing is-a relations in MA and 80 in
NCI-A.

4.7.2 Generating repairing actions for the first time
Results.
After preprocessing the missing is-a relations, we generate repairing actions for the
remaining missing is-a relations in both ontologies. For MA, our basic algorithm
generates for 9 missing is-a relations only 1 repairing action (which is then the
missing is-a relation itself). This means that these could be immediately repaired.
For NCI-A this number is 5. Of the remaining missing is-a relations there are
61 missing is-a relations for MA that have only 1 element in the Source set and 2
missing is-relations that have 1 element in the Target set. For NCI-A these numbers
are 20 and 3, respectively. These are likely to be good starting points for repairing.
Figures 4.13 shows for different ranges how many Source and Targets sets had a
size in that range. We see that for most of the missing is-a relations these sets are
small and thus can be easily visualized in the panels of our system.
MA - Source
MA - Target
NCI-A - Source
NCI-A - Target

total
115
115
80
80

1
70
11
25
8

2-10
45
50
55
52

11-20
0
5
0
6

21-30
0
9
0
2

31-40
0
4
0
0

41-50
0
6
0
0

51-100
0
5
0
5

101-200
0
18
0
4

201-300
0
3
0
1

301-400
0
0
0
2

>400
0
4
0
0

Figure 4.13: Sizes of Source and Target sets.

Influences between missing is-a relations
Figure 4.14 shows the influences between different missing is-a relations that can
be computed using our extended algorithm. In Figure 4.14 the last column (ST)
shows the number of missing is-a relations where x’s and y’s of other missing isa relations occur in both Source and Target sets. For the other columns the x’s
and y’s only occur in Source or Target, but not in both. For instance, for MA
there are 22 missing is-a relations whose Source or Target set contain x and y
from one other missing is-a relation. We see that for a majority of the missing
is-a relations (94/115 for MA and 67/80 for NCI-A) there are influences. An interesting observation is that in several cases missing is-a relations that have the
same number of influences from other missing is-a relations, actually influence
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each other. For instance, in NCI-A we find missing is-a relations between each of
Bronchus Basement Membrane, Bronchus Cartilage, Bronchus Lamina Propria,
Bronchus Submucosa, and the concept Bronchus Connective Tissue. Repairing
one of these missing is-a relations influences the repairing actions of all the others. We found several such clusters, among others for instance, in MA concerning
body cavity/lining, lymphoid tissue, and brain nucleus with 7, 4 and 6 missing is-a
relations, respectively.
MA
NCI-A

total
94
67

1
22
14

2
5
22

3
3
3

4
5
1

5
19
2

6
10
0

7
8
0

8
0
0

9
4
0

10
0
0

11-15
14
6

16-35
0
6

ST
4
13

Figure 4.14: Influence between repairing actions of different missing is-a relations
- in Source or Target.

4.7.3 Recommending repairing actions
We tested generating recommendations for all the missing is-a relations in both
ontologies using WordNet only. The running time was circa 4 minutes for MA and
circa 2 minutes for NCI-A. For NCI-A the system recommended7 repairing actions
for only 5 missing is-a relations and each of those received one recommended repairing action. For MA 19 missing is-a relations received 1 recommended repairing action, 12 received 2 and 2 received 3. The recommendation can come from
small sets of repairing actions or from large sets. For instance, for MA the system recommends for the missing is-a relation (mandible, bone) the following three
repairing actions (oral region cartilage/bone, bone), (viscerocranium bone, bone),
and (mandible, lower jaw). The repairing actions are recommended from a Source
set of 177 concepts (and 15 influencing missing is-a relations) and a Target set of
3 concepts.

4.7.4 Executing repairing actions in a complete session
General comments on the complete debugging session
To obtain information on executing repairing actions, we have run a complete session using the basic algorithm for generating repairing actions. This test run was
done by the authors. As we are not domain experts, we have used [104] to decide
on possible choices and used the recommendation algorithm, although we cannot
guarantee the correctness of all our repairs. However, this run already gives us
some interesting information. It took about 3 hours to repair these two ontologies.
In most cases the ranking and recommendations seemed useful. For 27 missing
is-a relations in MA and 10 in NCI-A, the Target set was too large to have a good
visualization in the tool.
7 We

do not count the missing is-a relation itself as a recommendation.
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Influence of repairing actions on repairing actions for other missing is-a relations
Repairing influenced the number of repairing actions for other missing is-a relations. During the repairing process, for 25 missing is-a relations in MA and 11 in
NCI-A the number of repairing actions changed. For each of these missing is-a
relations the size of the Target sets increased while the Source sets remained the
same. The increase of the number of possible repairing actions ranged from 1 to
35 with average 8 in MA, and from 4 to 24 with average 12 in NCI-A.
Influence of repairing actions on the set of missing is-a relations
Repairing also influenced the set of missing is-a relations. In MA 19 missing is-a
relations were repaired due to the repairing of other missing is-a relations.
Detection of new missing is-a relations
We found 6 new missing is-a relations in MA and 10 in NCI-A. Every newly derived missing is-a relation was caused by the repairing of a missing is-a relation
in the other ontology. New missing is-a relations appeared only when the relevant
repaired missing is-a relation used a repairing action other than itself. This is as
it should be, as using a missing is-a relation as repairing action for itself, does not
change the induced ontology for the ontology network and thus no new missing
is-a relations would be derived from the ontology network.
Among these new missing is-a relations, 4 in MA and 4 in NCI-A appear separately after the execution of the relevant repairing action. Common to these new
missing is-a relations is that each concept in the new missing is-a relation in one
ontology is equivalent to a concept in the executed repairing action in the other
ontology. For instance, the new missing is-a relation (Thoracic Aorta, Artery) in
NCI-A was caused by the execution of repairing action (thoracic aorta, artery) in
MA, and the new missing is-a relation (venule endothelium, vein endothelium) in
MA was caused by the execution of (Venule Endothelium, Vein Endothelium) in
NCI-A. Other new missing is-a relations appeared together in the respective ontology, of which 1 and 3 were redundant in MA and NCI-A, respectively. For
example, in NCI-A, after the missing is-a relation (Myocardium, Muscle) in MA
was repaired by (Striated Muscle Tissue, Muscle), the new missing is-a relations
(skeletal muscle tissue, muscle) and (striated muscle tissue, muscle) appeared together, in which the former was redundant with respect to the latter.
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4.8 Related Work
4.8.1 Ontology Debugging
Debugging Modeling Defects
There is not much work on debugging modeling defects in networked ontologies.
The work closest to our own is [105], in which the authors deal with the missing isa relations as ontology nonalignments in the context of ontology enrichment. Given
two pairs of terms between two ontologies which are linked by the same kind of
relationship, if the two terms in one ontology are linked by an is-a relation while the
corresponding terms in the other are not, it is deemed as a nonalignment. However,
the authors note that, depending on the specific relationship, not all nonalignments
are defects and there is no conclusive solution for repairing.
The problem of modeling defects is also addressed in [106], where ontology
repair is used when a formula can be derived from an ontology, but, in the words
of the authors, it is not correct according to the world. In this case a mapping
is computed such that the mapped formula is correct according to the world and
can be derived from the mapped ontology, or such that the mapped formula cannot
be derived from the mapped ontology. The setting where this is used is a framework where agents use ontologies and when certain tasks cannot be performed,
communication between the agents takes place to identify mismatches between the
ontologies and revise the ontologies.
In [14] we discussed the use of a PRA in the setting of ontology alignment. One
of the approaches included detecting missing is-a relations by using the structure
of the ontologies and the PRA. Missing is-a relations were found by looking at
pairs of equivalence mappings. If there is an is-a relation between the terms in
the mappings belonging to one ontology, but there is no is-a relation between the
corresponding terms in the other ontology, then we concluded that an is-a relation
is missing in the second ontology. The detected missing is-a relations were then
added to the ontologies. This is the simplest kind of structural repair.
In [16], we focused on repairing a given set of missing is-a relations in a single ontology. The work contained algorithms for generating, recommending and
executing repairing actions. However, there was no investigation on how to detect missing is-a relations using networked ontologies and no attempt to find new
missing is-a relations during the repairing.
Debugging Semantic Defects
There is more work that addresses semantic defects in ontologies. Most of them
focus on single and isolated ontologies, and there is few support for ontologies
connected by mappings [74].
In [107] minimal sets of axioms are identified which need to be removed to
turn an ontology coherent. In [72, 108, 109] strategies are described for repairing
unsatisfiable concepts detected by reasoners, explanation of errors, ranking erroneous axioms, and generating repair plans. In [110] the focus is on maintaining the
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consistency as the ontology evolves. It formalized the semantics of change for the
OWL ontologies and proposed methods for detecting and resolving inconsistency
at three different levels.
In [111] and [112] the setting is extended to repairing ontologies connected
by mappings. In this case, semantic defects may be introduced by integrating ontologies. Both works assume that ontologies are more reliable than the mappings
and try to remove some of the mappings to restore consistency. The solutions are
often based on the computation of minimal unsatisfiability-preserving sets or minimal conflict sets. The work in [113] further characterizes the problem as mapping
revision. Using the theory of belief base revision [114], it gives a rationality analysis for the logical properties of the revision algorithms. In contrast, the work in
[115] not only deals with the inconsistencies introduced by the integration of ontologies, but also unintended entailments confirmed by the user. Depending on the
user’s judgement on the new entailments, the repairing could be done on both the
ontologies and the mappings by removing a minimal set of axioms.

4.8.2 Relation discovery in ontologies
Related to the detection of missing relations, there is much work on finding relationships between terms in the ontology learning area [116]. In this setting,
new ontology elements are derived from structured data (such as databases), semistructured data or unstructured data (e.g., text documents) using well-established
techniques from a variety of disciplines [117].
Regarding the discovery of subsumption relations, one paradigm is based on
linguistics using lexico-syntactic patterns. The pioneering research conducted in
this line is in [118], which defines a set of patterns indicating is-a relationships between words in the text. However, depending on the chosen corpora, these patterns
may occur rarely. Thus, though the approach has a reasonable precision, its recall
is very low. To overcome this, an approach proposed in [119] collects a corpus
from the WWW using Google and identifies patterns from this collective knowledge. An evaluation and extension of this work is in [120]. Another work in this
category is done on the OBO Foundry ontologies [121] [122], where the authors
make use of the nomenclature patterns of the biomedical terms within ontologies
to derive computable logical definitions, whereby the reasoner can be further applied to detect new relationships in these ontologies. In [123], two approaches
for automatic prediction of candidate terms for GO are studied, in which one approach, superstring prediction, uses the compositional pattern of GO terms to find
new subconcepts.
Another paradigm is based on machine learning and statistical methods, such as
k-nearest neighbors approach [124], bottom-up hierarchical clustering techniques
[125], supervised classification [126] and formal concept analysis [127].
Compared with these approaches, our detection method uses the ontology network as the domain knowledge for the discovery of is-a relations. It is able to deal
with multiple ontologies at the same time rather than a single ontology. However,
these approaches are complementary to our detection method, in that, results from
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them, after validation, could be used as supplement to the domain knowledge.

4.8.3 Belief Revision
From the perspective of belief revision [128] [129], our repairing approach could
be deemed as an instantiation of belief expansion. It accommodates the structural
repair as a new piece of information, and adds it to the ontology without checking
consistency. Since in our setting the ontologies contain only named concepts and
subsumption axioms, our repairing approach does not introduce logical contradictions.

4.9 Summary
In this chapter we have focused on one of the important kinds of defects in ontologies, namely the modeling defects, and in particular, defects in the is-a structure of
ontologies. We have proposed an approach for debugging the missing is-a structure of ontologies that are networked by a set of PRAs. We defined important
notions and developed algorithms for detection and repair of missing is-a structure
of ontologies. We also implemented a system and showed an experiment using two
well-known ontologies.

Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes the work in the thesis and discusses the possible directions
for the future work.

5.1 Conclusion
With the goal of improving the quality of ontology-based semantically-enabled
applications, the work presented in this thesis contributes to dealing with missing
mappings and structure in a network of ontologies.
As for the problem of missing mappings between networked ontologies, we
have proposed an ontology alignment methodology, which uses the existing mappings as PRAs to find more mappings between ontologies. We have done an experimental study on the use of the PRA in the preprocessing step for partitioning
the ontologies, the use of PRA in the matcher for changing the similarity values
of mapping suggestions and the use of PRA for filtering mapping suggestions. We
have also investigated the influence of the size of the PRA on the quality of the
alignment results.
For the problem of missing structure of networked ontologies, we have presented an ontology debugging approach, which considers the missing is-a structure
as a kind of modeling defects. We have proposed methods of finding the missing
is-a relations using the ontology network as the domain knowledge, and methods of
generating and recommending possible ways of repairing and executing the repairing. We also introduced an implemented system RepOSE, which allows a domain
expert to debug the missing is-a structure of ontologies in a semi-automatic way.

5.2 Future Work
There are a number of directions that are interesting for the future work.
Regarding the missing mappings between networked ontologies, we would like
to test the alignment algorithms using PRAs on other ontologies and with differ-
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ent base algorithms. Combinations and interactions of the methods should be investigated. It would also be interesting to look at other kinds of patterns in the
alignment data. Further, since we only consider the mappings with 1-1 equivalence relations, our approaches need to be extended for other kinds of mappings
(e.g. is-a mappings). Finally, the approach should be integrated in an iterative ontology alignment framework, where we need to handle the situation that the PRA
is continuously growing involving both the accepted and the rejected mapping suggestions.
As for the missing structure in networked ontologies, since our current approach uses PRAs as domain knowledge assuming that the given mappings are
correct, a direct extension would be the case when these mappings are not necessarily correct (e.g. they are generated by an ontology alignment system and not yet
validated). In this case, we will need to also deal with the repairing of the mappings. Another interesting direction is to deal with ontologies represented in more
expressive representation languages, and investigate possible influences between
semantic defects and modeling effects. We also want to find ways to optimize the
generation of results. For instance, as the generation of structural repairs may take
a lot of time, we may want to investigate ways to partition the set of missing is-a
relations into parts that can be processed independently.
Another direction we want to explore is the interaction and integration of ontology alignment and ontology debugging, since current work has demonstrated that,
mappings between ontologies could be used for detecting and repairing missing isa structure of networked ontologies, while ontologies with repaired structure could
help to find more correct mappings. We will investigate possible ways of interleaving ontology alignment and ontology debugging steps, as well as specialized
algorithms to compute the consequences of updated mappings and is-a relations of
ontologies.
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Glossary
Ontology Alignment – also called Ontology Matching, is the process of finding
the mappings between entities from two different source ontologies. Depending
on the purpose of a specific ontology alignment task, the entities can be concepts,
relations or instances, and the relationships of the mappings can be equivalence as
well as is-a, part-of or any other kind of relation.
Partial Reference Alignment (PRA) – is a set of correct mappings between entities from two ontologies.
Reference Alignment (RA) – is the complete set of correct mappings between
entities from two ontologies.
Precision – measures how many of the mapping suggestions are correct in an ontology alignment result, which is defined as the number of correct suggestions
divided by the number of suggestions.
Recall – measures how many of the correct mappings are found in a given ontology
alignment result, which is defined as the number of correct suggestions divided by
the number of correct mappings.
F-measure – is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Resource Description Framework (RDF) – is a language that provides flexible
mechanism for describing Web resources and the relationships among them.
Web Ontology Language (OWL) – is the standard Web Ontology Language proposed by W3C in 2004.
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